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ABSTRACT
Considering first the literary reputation and
importance of 'Eudora Welty's fictions this thesis proceeds
to a discussion of her major themes and characteristic
settings.

The individual1s isolation into either,exterior

or interior realms of consciousness is taken to he the
central problem in the writings.of Eudora,Welhy»

A further

consideration is the author *s concept of the influence of
place upon fiction; place is examined,as representing
physical environment § social position, and time*

An

estimation of Hiss Welty 0s fiction answers charges against
her in relation to her themes and the tendency of her
fiction to develop its own intrinsic morality»

v
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The Eeputatiozi and Importance of Eudora Welfry
Literary History
Katherine Aime Porter has said that Eudora Welty
was a born writero

Although there is some doubt that

Miss Welty would agree with Miss Porter's statement9 one
ean safely say that.Eudora Welty was born free to become
whatever she pleased*

She appears to have escaped all

?the obstacles commonly associated with the artist of the
twentieth century»

In her background there is no self-

imposed isolation or forced exile from family or friends
or 5 for that matter, even place*

She was born and reared

in Jackson, Mississippi, and continues to live there
:

today with her mother, Ghestina Andrews Welty*

Except

for a four.year stint in college, two years at Mississippi
State Gollege for Women and two years at the University of
Wisconsin where;, she took a B»A* in 1929, and an additional
year of study at Columbia University School of Business in
Hew fork, she has chosen to spend her lifetime right in
Jackson*

There, she has remarked, she is "underfoot

locally,” which indicates that she has a reasonable amount
of social life *

Somehow she also finds time to attend to
1

her life's other absorbing interests9 •rasie, gardening, and
photography®
Although there were no financial burdens which she
was impelled to shoulder— her father was a successful
"businessman, Hiss Welty, after a leisurely education,
decided to devise a means which would enable her to earn a
living®

She held a variety of odd jobs, including news

paper work (she wrote the Sunday society column for the
Memphis Commercial Appeal) and advertising®

One of these

jobs, Junior Publicity Agent for the W. P. A®, afforded
her the opportunity of travel throughout the state of
Mississippi®

Undoubtedly this experience served to

increase further her wonder and interest in her home state®
In this capacity she became familiar with the comings and
goings of that small town Southern life about which she
writes so well®

Ehat she thoroughly absorbed the details

of small town living needs no greater proof than (The
Ponder Heart® which with gentle sarcasm depicts the short
comings and long windedness, of the rural South®

Ihe tone

here is conversational; this is not a formal study but an
informal chat in which the characters need not even the
slightest push from the author to introduce themselves ®
Edna Earle, the narrator, sets the tone of informality
when she says at the beginning of the story, "And listen;
if you read, you'll put your eyes out®

Let's just

3
talk,*

l

manner.

And. so the movel continues in this ©ver-the-feace
Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of the work with

the W. P. A, was that it provided a means of getting to
people like the Sistrunks, Ponders, ©lanahans, and Peacocks
of She Ponder Heart, or the families of Morgana, Missis
sippi, the Baineys, Morrisons 9 McLains $ and Starks of She
Golden,Annies.

Miss Welty herself says the work “gave me

an honorable reason to talk to people in all sorts of
p
jobs."
And surely such conversations hav# since left
their imprint on her fiction.
While Miss Welty was traveling around the state of
Mississippi, she was not only mentally storing her impres
sions of people and places "but physically participating in
the scene through the art of photography.

Her unposed

photographs of rural Hegro life were exhibited in 1936 at
the Lugene Gallery in Hew York Gity.

Her hope was that if

someone liked her pictures, which she thought were fine,
he "might be inclined to take my stories (which I felt
very dubious about, but I wondered about them— they being
what I eared about) . . . .11^

In the same year her

pictures were exhibited she published a story for the
1. Eudora Welty, Ehe Ponder Heart (Hew York,
1934), p. 1©.
2. Robert Van Gelder, "An Interview with Eudora
Welty," Writers and Writing (Hew York, 1946), p. 287.
3» Ruth M= Vande Kieft, Eudora Welty (Hew York,
....... .^
1962), p. 1?o

first time»

The story was “Death of a Traveling Salesman »11

The publication in which it appeared was a small magazine.
Manuscript, edited by John Rood.

During the two years

which followed, six of her stories were accepted by Robert
Penn Warren and Albert Erskine, editors of the Southern
Reviewo

In that time Miss Welty also acquired a literary

agent, Diarmuid Russell, who was responsible for intro
ducing her work to the editors of such well-known magazines
as the Atlantic Monthly and Harper *s Bazaar.

In 1941 ..A'

Qurtain of Green, her first collection of short stories, was
published by Doubleday, Doran and Company«
dust s s .so many of Miss Welty8s stories seem to
move without effort, so has her literary career«

Her first

efforts were accepted and encouraged<, There were no years
of rejection, disillusionment, and disappointment| in fact,
no struggle of any kind is evident»

Very soon after her

first story was published, Miss.Welty was able to give up
working at odd jobs and devote the greater part of her time
to writingo

Since the appearance of her first collection

of short stories in 194-1, three more collections have
followed— The Wide let in 1945$ The Golden Apples in 1949,
and The Bride of the Innisfalien in 1955®

A short novel,

The Robber Bridegroom, appeared in 1942; a full-length
novel, her first and only one to date, Delta Wedding, was
published in 1946; and The Ponder Heart, a long story or

novelette first pmblished by the Hew Yorker, appeared in

Hiss Welty ©nee confessed^ "I haven’t a literary
life at alls not much of a confession? maybe«

Bmt I do

feel that the people and things I love are of a true and
human world? and there is not clutter about them*.*. I
1
would not understand a literary life."
And yet Budora
Welty ©an boast of an astonishing number of prizes?
awards ? and other recognitions that -the most literary of
persons would envy.

In 19^2 "A Worn Path!* won her a first

prize in the 0. Henry Hemorial Contest.

She was awarded

first prize again the following year for her story "Liwie
is Back."

In 1942 and 1943 she held a Guggenheim Fellow

ship which was renewed for 1949 and 1950.

Her election to

the Hational Institute of Arts and Betters occurred in
1952 $ and two years later she received an honorary LB.B.

from the University of Wisconsin.
an address at Cambridge University.

In 1955 she delivered
The same year she was

awarded the William Bean Howells Hedal of the Academy of
Arts and Sciences for The Ponder Heart* and she received
1. Katherine Anne Porter? "Introduction."
Selected Stories of Budora Welty (Hew York? 1945)? p. xiii
quoting Budora Welty. A certain confusion exists between
standard typing practice and the typographical stylistic
devices of Budora Welty.. Hiss Welty often uses spaced
periods to indicate chronological and psychological
ellipsis. In this paper spaced periods indicate the
writer’s ellipsis; unspaeed periods are an attempt to
reproduce the ellipsis of Hiss Welty.

an honorary LL =B» from Western College for Womeno

In 1956

still another honorary ELoDo was conferred, upon her, this
time from Smith Opllege 0

At about the same time, Broadway

officially recognized her with the production of The Ponder
Heart,

She, was appointed Honorary Consultant of the

Library of Congress in 1958, and she held that post until .
1961.

Many of heh stories have been anthologized, and her

work has been translated into at least five other lan
guages o

Though she may not have a literary life, Eudora

Welty has a literary history of considerable significance.
Critical Reputation
When Eudora Welty”s first collection of short
stories, A Curtain of Green and Other Stories, was
published in 194-2", the book received wide attention by
reviewers, primarily, it seama, because of the prefatory
imprimatur of Katherine Anne Portere

Reaction to this

first volume was generally favorable, but reviewers often
wondered about the qualities which made the book attrac
tive.

"Reading it ^Curtain of Green] twice has not given

me any critical distance, but has only drawn me closer
1
into its rich and. magic world."
A widespread assumption
of reviewers was that Miss Welty”s first two collected
works focused on characters whose personalities were
1. Marianne Hauser, Review of A Curtain of Green,
by Eudora Welty, Hew Xbrk Times Book Review^ November 16,
194-1, p. 6,

decidedly unusual 9 though the works themselves give no real
indication of this *

"As a wholes "A Gurtain of Green”

shows too great a preoccupation with the abnormal and
1

grotesque =M;

?

'5?lme”s reviewer found that Miss tfelty was

"preoccupied with the dementeds the deformed, the queer,p
the highly spiced «11
One need only read the book to
realize the absurdity of the charge*
A Gurtain of Green had however attracted the
favorable attention of Louise Bogan in a review column of
Bation, and the publication of 3he Bobber Bridegroom in
1942 brought out a number of reviews whose judgment was
to be respected*

Hot the least perceptive of fhe Robber

Bridegroom°s. reviewers was Lionel Trilling, who chose to
comment upon the book in B’ation.

"This is prose whose

eyes are a little too childishly wide*

It is a little too

conscious of doing something clever and difficult*"^
Alfred Kazin also reviewed the book*

"She is not trying

to produce historical ehronos at all * * » she is writing
out of a joy in the world she has restored *11

Trilling’s

1* Eose Field, Eeview of A Gurtain of Green, by
Eudora Welty, Hew York Herald Tribune Books, Hovember 16,
1941 , p* io,
;
;
2*

"Few Writer," Time, Fovember 24, 1941, p» 111*

3<> Lionel Trilling, "American Fairy Tale,"
Fation, Beeember 19, 1942, p*^ 686 *
4* Alfred Zaz’
in, Eeview of The Robber Bride
groom, by Eudora Welty, Few York Herald Tribune Books,
October 25t 1942, p* 19*

and Kazan0s comments summarize the view of intelligent
reviewers of Eudora Welty1s work up to the publication of
Delta Weddinga

Reviewers tended either to find her work

somewhat precious for their own taste or, to the contrary,
to find her prose style one which was richly imaginative*
fhe accusations of Eudora ¥elty°s being a Southern psycho
logical Gothic writer have somewhat diminished»
With Delta Wedding, however, a new and henceforth
dominant tone in reviews of Hiss Welty's work is typified
by Hamilton Basse's estimate of her work,

"Her do I know

of any writer, with the possible exception of laulkner and
of Marjorie Kennam Rawlings, who works a different see-

'

••

i

tion, so deeply sensitive to the Southern landscape«"
One salient comment on Eudora Welty's work becomes an
appreciation of her careful consideration of her own
Southern environment,

But while Eudora Welty 0s reputation

has grown more favorable by associating her directly to a
region, the debate about the validity of her prose style
continues o

11A book jjRobber Bridegroom] which should have

been crystal clear remains opaque and even a little
dull o112
1= Hamilton Basso, "Book Away, Look Away, Look
Away," She Hew Yorker, Hay 11, 1946, p , 89,
2o Orville Prescott, “Outstanding Hovels," Yale
Review, ZXX7 n,s«. (Summer, 1946), p<, 765»

Periodical reviews of Hiss Welty6s later works have
followed the same general lines indicated=

Hore and more

publications chose to review her$ however, and her reviews
take on an international aspect =

The Manchester Guardian

favorably reviewed,The Ponder Heart,

The London Times

foiamd The Bride of the Innisfallen to be "tediously clever."
Serious critical inquiry into the works of Emdora
Melty is, of course, less frequent than general reviews
which accompanied the publication of her work; however,
beginning with an appreciation by Robert Penn Warren in 194-4-, a number of careful considerations of her work have
appeared, primarily in scholarly journals.
.. Robert Penn Warren ”s article is an examination of

both theme and technique of the stories found in The Wide1
Met and A Curtain of Green0

Hr. Warren found her

"falsely poetic" style disengaging, but he praised Hiss
Welty for "joy in the pure novelty of the perspective."
Warren found "isolation . • = provides the basic situation
of Hiss Welty0s fiction."

"The drama which develops from

this basic situation is either of two kinds:

first, the

attempt of the isolated person to escape into the world;
x

-

or second, i?he discovery by the isolated person, or by the
reader, of the nature of the predicament

1. "The ■Love and" Separateness in Hiss Welty,"
Kenyon Review^ VI, (Spring, 194-4-), pp. 24-6=259°
2.

Ibid., p. 24-6.

3o

Ibid., pp. 250-251o

In 194-6 John Growe Ransom turned his attention to
the stories of Hiss Welty®

His examination is primarily a

response to a review of. Miss Welty^s work "by Diana frilling^
who accused' Miss Welty of lack of moral judgement and
discrimination, noting ‘’Hiss Welty8s style and her cultural
1
■
attitude are not to he separated®,!
Mr® Ransom likes,Miss
Welty °s stories better than Diana frilling does, hut he
■
•p
too rebukes her lack of moral understandinge
“How can
.

Miss Welty6s Fairchilds afford to live so casually on
their sensibilities, sieging expertly upon the charming
experiences that life brings them yet apparently heedless
of the moral and material shortcomings of their establish”
ment?*’^

“Where, “ he asks, "will she find the material of

her further novels?"
In 1952 John Eo Hardy and Granville Hicks turned
their attention toward the works of ludora Welty®

Hardy

found the most important thing is Delta Wedding8s formal
5
structureo
Hardy sees Delta Wedding as a novel built on
1-. “lietion in Review,“ Ration, -Gigli (May 11,
1946), p® 578=
,
^
2® "Delta Fiction, “ Eenyon Review, Till (Summer,
1946), p® 506 o
3®

Ibid.

4o

Ibid., p. 507,0

5® John I. Hardy, "Delta Wedding as Region and
Symbol," Sewanee Review, LX (Summer,,1952), pp. 397^417®

11
am idea of structure„

"Her principal interest in the

society5, her sympathy with it, is for the vision which it
X
supportso” _Hicks, on the other hand, feels obliged to
refute earlier criticisms of Hiss Welty 8s attractions
toward the Gothic, saying, “Hiss Welty is not preoccupied
2
with violence or humor«“
Hicks.defines Hiss Welty"s
themes s

“fhe first is the mystery of personality, which

Hiss Welty perceives in two forms— the mystery of others
and the mystery of self »

» ,M and the second is “what

brings people together and what holds them apart 0
Delta Wedding is "a triumph of sensitivity » =

and'
/l
holds up under the “burden of sustained narrative.“
In 1955 Harry 0» Horris and Louis D« Eubin further
analyzed the fiction of Euddra Welty®

Hr® Eubin8s article

is primarily a careful reading of the short story "Kin® “
" 8K i n 8 is the story of a moment recaptured from past
time =, ® ...

he begins®^

^S© with each of her stories,

the moment, the realised experience, is the goal, the
1®

Hardy, p® 416®

. •

12® Granville Hicks, “Eudora.Welty,
English, XI7 ( N o v e m b e r 1952)® p® 70®
5®

Ibid,, p® 72=

4®

Ibid®., pp® 75^74=

5® .Eouis D® Eubin, Jr®, "Two Ladies' of the
South, “ .Bewanee Eeview, HCIII .(Autumn, 1955)$ P® 675<

12

k e y . H r . Rubin praises Hiss Welty's "gift for conversa
tion."

And he concludes with a summary of her works„

"The progress of Miss Welty’s art is in time, directed
toward the movement outside of it, the matchlessly revealed
moment of knowledge and feeling in a perfect unity of
place."

Hr. Morris” article discusses the use of myths:'in

the stories of Eudora Welty and finds that she uses them
in specific ways, "the use of myths as a means for
ordering contemporary history, the reestablishing of
myths in modern terms and the linking of their ancient
counterparts, and the use of myth as a movement toward
structural central and sharply delineated form . . . .
More- recently Ruth M. Yande Kieft has studied
Eudora Welty in a book which attempts "to convey the
inner life of Miss Welty’s stories, and to show both
their variety and form and content, and the patterns of
their relationship to each other."
The Mature of Eudora Welty’s Eiction
Regionalism
One must at this point stop to consider a common
place criticism about Eudora Welty, a criticism having
1.

Rubin, p. 677°

2a

Ibid.

.

..

3. Harry 0. Morris, "Eudora Welty’s Use of
Mythology," Shenandoah, VI (Spring, 1935)$ P° 34.
4. Eudora Welty (Hew York, 1962) , p. 7°

15
"beeB. repeated so often that it has become a cliche«

Eudora

Weltj, one regularly hears, is a ’’regional” author9 and she
is accordingly discussed along with Tennessee Williams,
Jiajmery 0 8Oomor, Carson HcGullers, and, perhaps most
ofteh? William Faulkner, another resident of her native
Mississippio

Because she is equated with Tennessee

Williams and Carson MeCullers, critics, or at least book
reviewers, search out a brand of psychological Gothicism
in her work— Time8s curt review of A Curtain of Green
being,typical=

And because she is equated with William

Faulkner others have sought in her work a locus readily
identifiable with Yoknapatawpha County*

Flannery O ’Connor

has not been publishing long enough for any critic yet to
have drawn a close relationship between the works of the
two women, but the fact that Mr* Babin considers Miss
Welty and-Miss O ’Connor in one critical article is a
sufficient portent of the critical trail that lies ahead*
Comparisons like these are indeed odious*

Simply to write

about a region in which one was born, reared, and lives
hardly seems ample reason to tag one as a regionalist*

To

judge by these standards, Jane Austen stands as the fore
most regionalist in the English language and Mrs* Badeliffe
as the very opposite, whatever the opposite of a region
alist is*

Miss Welty is a regionalist only in the sense

that all of her stories are set in environments which she
herself has experienced, and this is not only Mississippi,

14
but- San Francisco$ lew York, and England as well* -Ehe
eritie who wants to eall Emdora Welty a reglonalist is
going to have to he abysmally ignorant of geography.
The idea that she is a regionalist9 however%
persists,and Miss Welty has taken some pains to clarify
her being a regional author.

In an essay in which she

defends William Faulkner's use of region she states;
Gertaimly Yoknapatawpha County, so totally
and majestically itself, is an everywhere, but
only because Mr. Faulkner0s first concern is
for what comes first^-Yokhapatawpha, his own
created world, its people, what they do and what
happens to them. Their specialty is they”re twice
as true as life. Spotted Horses may not have
happened yet; if it had, some others might have
tried to make a story of it; but it could happen
today or tomorrow at any little crossroads hamlet
in Mississippi.!
•
It is not the function of this paper to define .
regionalism, but if one means by regionalism that the
author chooses to enhance verisimilitude by those very
things which she herself has experienced, regionalism
seems a very good thing indeed.

But regionalism in this

sense, as this paper later attempts to establish, is a
feeling of.position, of place, of external definition
that structurally supports theme.
is not narrowness but compactness.

Regionalism this way .
Eudora Welty”s use of

region is simply the logical arrangement of theme and
character in terms of place, and the places she binds her
1. Eudora Welty, "Place in Fiction," Three
Papers on Fiction (Horthampton, 1962), pp. 9-107

tales to are those which she best knows«

One cannot say9

for example5 that drawing the outlines of characters and
themes from Greek myth in the town of Morgana? Mississippi?
indicates that Eudora Welty considers the environment of
ancient Greece and modern Mississippi analogous; rather?
Hiss Welty seems to be saying? place is one of those
aspects of fiction which gives a feeling of integrity to
the writingo

"It is by the nature of itself that Elation

is all bound up in the locale

Ihe internal reason for

that is surely that feelings are bound up in place0

The

human mind is a mass of association— assoeiation more
poetic than actual*

I say "the Yorkshire Moors8 and you
•

will say "Wutherlng heights * 8 * * * *"

i

Environment?

then? plays an important part in shaping the fiction of
Eudora Welty? but environment is not by its very nature a
motivation but a shape *

The characters and the theme in

The Golden Apples are intrinsically analogous to Greek
myth? but the external details of theme and character and
action? for that matter? depend upon a particular environ
ment 6
The South to Miss Welty is not a symbol? but
simply a geographical region of which she has an intimate
knowledge ? and what she knows most about she writes about*
The themes of her early photographs during the depression
1*

Eudora Welty? "Place in Fiction?" pp * 2-3.«

were human misery and squalor§ and they were taken in the
South? hut misery and squalor are to he pitied everywhere
not in the South alone.

In like manner? though most of

the stories of Eudora Welty are se^! in the South? the
themes are the isolation and the enlargement of the human
condition? and? as such? they defy regional limitation.
I think the sense of Elaee is as essential to
good and honest writing as a logical mind; surely
they are somewhere related. It is hy knowing where
y o u .stand that you grow ahle to judge where you
are. Place ahsorhs our earliest notice and atten
tion? it bestows on us our original awareness; and
our critical powers spring up from the.study of it
and the growth of experience inside it. It perse
veres in bringing us back to earth when we fly too
high. It never really stops informing us? for it
is forever astir? alive? changing? reflecting? like
the mind of man itself. ©me place comprehended can
make us understand other places better® Sense ©f
place gives equilibrium; extended? it is sense of
direction too. Carried off we might be in spirit?
and should be? when we are reading or writing
something good? but it's the sense of Place going
with us still that's the ball of golden thread to
carry us there and back and in every sense of the
word to bring us home«
What can-Place not give? Theme. Place can
only suggest? but must suggest? what theme is.
Human life is fiction's only theme? and it is made
fiction in order that;it may be communicated
between writer and reader.1
And one might examine further Hiss Welty"s own comment on
the regional novel.
And so? when we have fully considered all this
and more about Place in fiction? we could well ask?
"What on earth is the Regional novel?" For we see
it's a careless term? as well as a condescending
one3 failing? to begin with? to differentiate
between the localized raw material and its outcome
1.

Eudora Welty? "Place in Fiction?" p. 11.

17
as aarfc® It is the outsider's term, with ae
meaning for the insider who is doing the writing,
because as far as he is concerned he is simply'
writing about life. Jane Austen,' Emily Bronte,
Thomas Hardy, Cervantes, Turgenev, the authors of
the Books of the Old Testament all confined them
selves to regions great or small. But are they
regional? Then who from the start of time has
not been so, and who is ever to escape it?1
The Mag or Themes
The personal history of Eudora Welty as a writer
and a careful consideration of the critical comment made
upon her works indicate two areas of understanding funda
mental to her achievement.

She is closely associated with

a geographical area in which she has personally matured
and which she has investigated in her literature; and a
major theme of her literary endeavor is the isolation of
.character and the events concomitant with that isolation.
Understanding these two axes upon which all her fiction
revolves is to achieve a point of view from which ;the
balance and breadth of her work is readily apparent«
Lack of individual communication is an omnipresent
consideration in the fiction of the twentieth century.
This isolation is a fundamental consideration in the fic
tion. of Eudora Welty.

With Eudora Welty individual

isolation.may be either physical or psychological.

Indeed,

the contrast in types of isolation is often the quintes
sence of her theme.
1.

Tjbe philosophical rationale upon

Eudora Welty, “Place in Fiction,11 pp. 14— 15.

which Eudora Welty builds her studies of human isolation is
not one to which the reader may attach a specific philo
sophical or psychological system, for her method of
observation is a personal one, contingent upon the
happenings in the worlds, public and private, which she
has known herself, and the insights resultant are those
distilled from her own observation and consideration»
fhat Eudora Welty has a strong sense of place is
not to be disputed=

All of her stories exist within a

carefully chosen setting, and she has investigated the
effect of setting upon literature in one of her funda
mental critical papers»

But the barrier between the

psychological and the physical is an arbitrary one to
Eudora Welty, and it is a mistake in the reading of her
work to assume that mere physical geography is a dominant
characteristic; for Hiss Welty°s sense of place is a
highly sophisticated and specialized one®

Place exists

in reality, in memory, and even in idea in the works of
Eudora Welty =,
This study of Eudora Welty is an attempt to
analyze those situations of character isolation which
constitute a majpr theme in her works and, further, to
analyse the strong sense of locus by which she delineates
the very dimensions of the considerations she has under
taken*

The isolation of character and sense of place are

integral to the achievement of Eudora Welty,

CHAPTER IX
THE ISOIATIOH OF CHARACTER
IntrodmctiOB.
In eaeb. of her stories Hiss ¥elty is aware of an
elemental duality in human "beings•

E a e h .one of ms, she

says, lives in two worlds, one private and the other
public®

Host people find their private world and public

world to be in juxtaposition, and they are able to slip
from one world into the other with apparent ease®

This

mobility, Hiss Welty says, is a part of normal human
behavior®

However, when one is arrested in either world,

the functional ability to determine identity ceases®
Stable behavior, persona^ equilibrium, is simply a
balance between a private and a public world®

Too long

with either world or the fusion of the two worlds, even
momentarily, is a lapse from stability®

This is not to

say that Eudora Welty poses for the human being an
absolute norm, a rigid standard which all must meet®

The

very nature of Hiss Welty's Weltansicht is that the
component parts of stability are different for every
person®

Indeed, no two persons can be alike®

Though the

nature of the balance between the private and the public
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world is an individual matter, a "balance, nevertheless«,
must he maintained«
leseartes said “cogito ergo sum" and thus defined
himself without reeemrse t© exterior reality®

In much the

same way. Hiss Felty1s characters pose a series ©f selfidentifying totems east almost as an interior monologue®
Yet there is the old woman in Hotter Goose who is unsure
of her own identity until her dog recognizes her®

This

type of external definition, the recourse to fhmiliar
environment— pets, family, mores, for identity, is the
external reality, the public world, of Hiss Felty11s
characters»

Both sets of terms are valuable toward the

achievement of individual identity, but these two frames
of references, the public and the private, cannot be inter
mingled without emotional chaos®
In the emotional vortex of this chaos Hiss Felty
places many of her characters®

Ihe very confusion of this

personal maelstrom leaves one without the guidelines of
a frame of reference ®

liras it is not about characters

to which something can happen, but characters to which
nothing can happen that Hiss Felty writes about in this
instance®

Aimee Slocum, one of the three ladies in

HI&ly Daw and the three Ladies,” is an example of a
character in this position®

Her solid world of post

mistresses, Baptist ministers, and eorsetted ladies of
virtue is quite suddenly crossed by that private world
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where two human animals realize the possibility of love,
and the result is am irresolution, a lapse, an inability to
impose the standards of human impulse or the virtuous
confinement of Baptist mores 3
fhe Public and the Private Worlds
Aimee Slocum, Mrs, Watts, and Mrs, 0arson are the
three ladies responsible for the admission of Lily Daw, a
half-witted girl, to the Ellisville Institute for the
Beetle-Minded of Mississippi,

Lily's incarceration has

become imperative to these ladies because Lily's feeble
mindedness has left her lacking the ability to act without
regard to impulse,

The more sophisticated realms of

public intercourse require intelligence and responsibility,
and Lily Daw is lacking in both qualities,

Lily, then, is

always on the verge of acting from a basic, purely private
impulse, without regard to the cultural confines that Mrs,
Watts, Mrs, Garson, and Aimee Slocum so solidly represent,
Lily Daw, however, is not without a public frame
of reference, for she has her temptations within that
realm too.

She is fond of a hat she has recently acquired,

and she likes caramel cakes, hemstitched pillowcases, and
brassieres,

fhese are all rewards in her public world.

But there is the awful fear on the part of the ladies
that Lily may have reinforced her private world to that
point where the temptations of the public world may no

longer hare the effect of "bringing her hack to social
stabilityo

Even G-od is thrown into the bargaining*

1,8W e ’ve all asked, G©d$ M l y 9 ” said Mrs. Garson finally?

"and God seemed to tell ms— Mr® 0arson., too— that the
place where yon ought to b e 9 so. as to be happy 9 was
Ellisville *0

Idly looked reverent 9 but still stubborn*

Idly Daw may very well have spent the night in the arms
of the xylophone player, and the three representatives
of public morality are aware enough of that temptation to
realize its awful, consequences *

H ’.We’ve really gust got

to get her there— now!’ screamed idmee Slocum all at once*
’Suppose— •!

She can’t stay here!'

said Mrs® Carson hurriedly*

’©h, no, mo, no,’

’We mustn’t think that«’

And yet the ladies know they must think of that, for that
may be the very thing which makes Idly refuse her ticket
to Ellisville®
M l y Saw has agreed to go to Ellisville after no
little persuasion on the part of the ladies, and social
equilibrium is again established in Victory, Mississippi®
I* Eudora Welty, Selected Stories of Eudora
Welty (Mew York, 194-3), 1 , p® 1 3 ® 1'his Modern Library
edition contains A Curtain of Green and ©ther Stories*
originally published in Mew York, 1941^ and She Wide Met
and Other Stories, first published in lew York, 194-3® ,
This one volume containing the two publications is here
after cited as Selected Stories* Volume I refers to A
Curtain of Green, the first collection in Selected Stories*
Volume 11 refers to A Wide Met, the second collection*
2*

Selected Stories9 I, p* 14-*

But at the point where equilibrima seems most forcibly to
hare been,reestablished/ Aimee Sloenm tmdergoes an.
emotional crisis.

She returns from bidding goodbye to

Lily 9 who is now on the train, and almost runs into the
xylophone player who is searching for Lily.

The man

begins to question her as to the whereabouts of Lily when
all of a sudden
Aimee Slocum started to scream in front of
all those peopleo She almost pointed to the
long black b o x .she saw lying on the ground at
the m a n ’s feet. Then she jumped back in fright,
11The xylophone” The xylophone I s h e cried,
looking back and forth from the man, to the
hissing train, "Which was more terrible? The
bell began to ring hollowly, and the man was
talking ,1
The private impulses of Aimee Slocum suddenly ipvade the
public resolution, and she is left without reCourAe,
reaction is one of terror and indecision.

Her

She no longer

is confident that Lily Daw belongs in the Ellisville
Institute,

Eon does she quite trust her impulses toward

the xylophonist and what he represents»

The public world

and the private world of Aimee Slocum have mingled, and '
the result is chaotic.

What occurs is a momentary lapse

from stability.

And then, almost violently, her private

world triumphs,

“ 'Wait!* Aimee Slocum did scream,

mister!

I can get her for you.

Don’t go!’
1*

’Wait

Wait, Hister Engineer!

Then there she was back on the train.
Selected Stories, I, p, 1?,
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streaming in Hrso Garson' s and Mrs*-Watt1s faeas.”

Her

private world has formed the impulse of her action^ and in.
doing so has returned stability to Aimee Slooum®

Something

happens to Lily Saw, "but nothing happens to Aimee Slocum.
The course of Lily's life has "been reversed "by Aimeef "but
Aimee's life continues in the same direction.
went on playing.

f'The hand

Some of the people thought Lily was on

the train 3 and some swore she wasn't.

Everybody cheered?

though.? and a straw hat was thrown into the telephone
2
wires.*
Aimee Slocum? not Lily Law? is the prominent
figure here and the one with whom Miss Welty deals.

The

crux of the story is those few moments when Aimee stands
on the platform wavering in indecision.

What has really

happened to Aimee is that she has been too long in the
public world$ and thus an imbalance has been created.

In

order to restore a balance? it is necessary? in her case?
to follow that impulse formed by her private world.
in stopping the train? she does just that.

And

If she had not

given way to her private world and had allowed the train
to proceed on its journey? something might very well have
occurred to change the course of Aimee Slocum's life.
it is? the band is allowed to go on playing? and one
1.

Selected Stories, I? p. 18.
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Ibid.? p. 20.
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assumes the band will continue playing until another crisis
arises* and then the band may or may not be silenced*
In Aimee Slocum* them* the reader finds a figure
who moves in and out of those three dimensions of human
character and personality which constitute Miss Welty 8s
idee fixe.

Aimee has a public world which is easily

identifiable to both her and the reader* and she has a
private world which the reader senses through inference.
Aimee also experiences that momentary vacuum of inaction
that is the result of the merging of public and private
impulse.

Hot all of Hiss Welty"s characters move so

freely among these three states of being.

The author has

made it her task to examine in some detail those charac
ters under the domination of one of these three situations*
much as the medieval astronomer east horoscopes based on
the zodiacal sign of his patient's birth.

In each of Hiss

Welty's stories there is an ascendency of one world or
another* and the analysis of private and public dominion
is a key to the understanding of her fiction.
Aimee Slocum* one may assume* came to terms with
herself out of some instinct of self-preservation.

Hiss

Welty* in several instances * does indicate that Aimee is
sensitive.

"Aimee Slocum had been getting the outgoing

mail stamped and bundled.

She stood in the aisle of the

coach now* tears shaking from her eyes.

'Good-bye* lily*”
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she saicL

1

She was the one who felt things»H

But intel

ligence as well as sensitivity is needed to understand an
emotional erisis such as Aimee8s ®

Hiss ¥elty makes it

plain that Aimee sensed her personal crisis, "but in no
instance does the author imply that Aimee understood
intellectually the nature of her predicament«

A character

who learns to understand "better the distinction "between
the private and public worlds and who comes to some
realization of the relationship between them is the young
girl in "A Memory®”
The title, “A Memory,” is significant because the
story evidently is written from the perspective of time;
and written in established perspective the story is,
coincidentally enough, about the gaining of perspective ®
The opening paragraph establishes the perspective of times
One summer morning when I was a child I lay
on the sand after swimming in the small lake in
the park® The sun beat down-— it was almost noon.
The water shone like steel, motionless except for
a feathery curl behind a distant swimmer® From
my position I was looking at a rectangle brightly
lit, actually glaring at me, with sun, sand,
water, a little pavilion, a few solitary people
in fixed attitudes, and around it all a border of
dark rounded oak trees, like the engraved
thunderclouds surrounding illustrations in the
Bible® Ever since I had begun taking painting
lessons, I had made small frames with my hands to
look out at everything ®2
1®
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And the reader is immediately aware ©f the narrator’s
attempt to gain perspective»
All through this summer X had lain on the
sand beside the small lake 9 with my hands squared
over my eyes 9 finger tips touchings looking out
by this device to see everything; which appeared
as a kind of projection* It did not matter to me
what I looked at; from any observation I would
conclude that a secret of life had been revealed
to me— for X was obsessed with notions about
concealment^ and from the smallest gesture of a
stranger I would wrest what was to me a communica
tion or a presentiment0l
The perspective that is to be gained in this story is not
a physical or a chronological one, but an emotional
perspective which establishes psychological equilibrium
out of the personal chaos of a sensitive adolescent®

When

the story begins, the narrator is an adult looking back,
but when the story takes place, the narrator is an adoles
cent looking out®

What the adolescent sees is a world he

senses as being on the verge of meaning®

”1 do not know

even now what it was that I was waiting to see; but in
those days I was convinced that I almost saw it at every
turn.

To watch everything about me X regarded grimly and

'
2
possessively as a need.”
Ehis paper has argued above that conflict takes
place in the fiction of Eudora Welty when one is frozen in
the private world or the public world or that chaotic
I®

Selected Stories, I, pp. 148-149=
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state of the fusion of these two worlds$ a condition which
does not allow the character to discriminate between the
public and the private realms,

In the short story under

consideration the central character appears to be arrested
by private perspective^ but this is not really the case*
One finds here that the narrator is in that state of
chaos$ of loss of discrimination, of inability to separate
the emotional from the actual«

The major cause of this

inability is the,narrator's age when these incidents are
taking place® . The"reader knows, in fact, that the narrator
looks back from maturity®

The romantic sense of apprehen

sion experienced by the narrator, who sits in the classroom
with a young boy about whom a world of illusion is built,
is ample proof of the inability to separate the emotional
from the actual®

Here one finds the most pathetic adoles

cent daydreams.constantly recurring— the refusal, for,
example, to learn about the home of the boy who is the
narrator’s emotional focal point, a refusal which allows
any kind of environment to:, be imagined®
I never knew where this boy lived, or who his
parents were® This occasioned during the year of
my love a constant uneasiness in me® It was un
bearable to think that his house might be slovenly
and unpainted, hidden by tall trees, that his
mother and father might be shabby— dishonest—
crippled— dead® I speculated endlessly on the
dangers of his home = Sometimes I imagined that
his house might catch on fire in the night and
that he might die® When he would walk into the
schoolroom the next morning, a look of unconcern
and even stupidity on his face would dissipate my
dream; but my fears were increased'through his
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unconsciousness of them, for I felt a mystery
deeper than danger which hung ahout himel
fhere is a further incident of the magnification of what
is essentially a nasty little nosebleed into a romantic
trauma,
$he narrator holds up hands the way a painter does
and hopes to gain perspective by this gesture«

But the

painter uses this device to present perspective on a flat
surface $ and the narrator must learn that life is not
flat and dimensionless as a canvas, that life by its very
nature is process, and that the artist does not stand back
but participates»

fhese are the lessons the narrator

learns that afternoon on the beach»

As the narrator lies

on the beach, there.is an attempt to focus the situation®
But focus will not come, for the ability to distinguish
emotional reality and physical reality is not present®

”1

still would not care to say which was more real'— the dream
I could make blossom at will, or the sight of the bathers®
2
I am presenting them, you see, only as simultaneous ®"
She narrator falls asleep and awakes to find there is a
new picture to behold®

If a handkerchief filled with

blood and a mystery concerning a boy's home can evoke
romantic idylls, a family at the beach should have the
ability to conjure up something®

But this is not the

1®
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2®
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ease 0

What comes forward is banality^ vulgarity 9 and

gamdinesso

The heat of the day* the glare of the waters

and the banality of the family merge into obscenity®
Semantic illusion fades .away 9 and momentarily disgust
replaces desire.

But comprehension has gained dimension,

and from now on 9 the reader is led to believe, the world
will have two sides.

Honistie reality is no more«

Katherine Anne Porter, in her ’‘Introduction*1 to
A gurtain of Green, says of this story:
But perhaps in *’A Memory, ” one of the best
stories, thera might be something of early
personal history in the story of the child on
the beach, alienated from the world of adult
knowledge by her state of childhood, who hoped
to learn the secrets of life by looking at
. everything, squaring her hands before her :eyes
to bring the observed thing into a frame— -the
gesture of one born to select, to arrange, to
bring apparently disparate elements into
harmony within deliberately fixed boundaries
(p. xxii).
Miss Porter is wrong.

First, she is wrong in the gender

of the personal pronoun, or at least she has no reason to
assume that the narrator is a young girl.

There is no

identification of the narrator by gender.

One can only

assume that this lack of identification is deliberate on
the part of the author$ for she has quite definitely
pinpointed the gender of the narrators of her other
stories.

The point is that Miss Welty has left gender

deliberately ambiguous because gender identification is a
large step in the role of self-identification, and this
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story concerns an adolescent in the process of selfdefinition.
Second, Hiss Porter is wrong in placing overdue
emphasis on the fumbling hands 9 attempting to, frame the
world and thus gain a physical perspective.
realize that the perspective already exists.

One must
$h@

narrator has told the reader what the perspective is in
both the ease of the child and the adult and has.indicated
that the framing gestures are, if anything, symbolic,of a
b a r r i e r r a t h e r than a means toward self-realisation.
Third, this is not the gesture of one bornz to
select.

To claim that these are the gestures of ohe born

to select iiaplios that Hiss Welty'finds the artist to be
born an artist and the artistic viewpoint to be an
intuitive and artificial one.

The very opposite is true

of Hiss Welty9s work, for the lessons she constantly
teachesriare that sensitivity is not intuitive, but the
result of experience, and that art is never immediate,
but a product of perspective and understanding.

John

Dewey aside, art is experience to Eudora Welty, not an
experience, but experience itself, experience which is
shared by its creator, its participants, and, in the ease
of fiction, its reader.
One cannot deny, however, Hiss Porter9s point
that "A Hemory” is a key story of Eudora Welty 9s work.
Autobiographical or not, the situation faced, the barriers

removed 9 the understanding and perspective gained in this
story are typical of all of the author8s fiction®

Wish

fulfillment is creation and incubus to this narrators for
the narrator presupposes an end to an apprehension held®
But it is only when the narrator is faced with contradic
tion and^ consequently;, reassessment? with an-obverse
condition to that inverse feeling which initially dominates
the point of view, that understanding comes about„

Indeed,

understanding becomes impossible under the initial,
artificial attempts of artistic understanding=
wish fulfillment»

Art is not

Art is, instead, a sensitive realiza

tion, a balance between an emotional, i.e., subjective,
and a realistic, i.e., objective, understanding, i.e.,
perspective, of that faced by the narrator.
Marian, the adolescent girl in l,A Visit of
Charity ,81 experiences a revelation similar to the one just
discussed.

A much less defined character than the

narrator in the previous story, Marian is presented to the
reader as a more or less typical fourteen year old, wearing
"the pointed white cap all the little girls were wearing
1
that year."
She is a Campfire Girl and chooses to
'

f

identify herself as such rather than give her name® 'She
says to the nurse at the desk, ,,I°m a Campfire Girl. o®. I
have to pay a visit to some old lady."
1®
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And when she is
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once inside the old ladies 8 room "to her surprise^, Harlan
could not remember her name,
eI 8m a Campfire Girl , 8 she
1
said finally ,11
Her attitude is anything hut charitable,
and the reader has the distinct impression that the visit
to the Old Ladies 8 Home is required of all Campfire Girls.
After all, "this visit would give her a minimum of only
p
three points in her score,"
In their eagerness to assume the adult role, some
adolescents are willing to abandon private notions for a
public frame of reference,

Harian seems to be an example

of a child who has only been able to define herself in the
public domain.

She is, at the beginning of the story, one

dimensional, and the world she sees is one dimensional,
much like the flat surface of the painter8s canvas,

The

visit itself is motivated purely by a public frame of
reference—-public reward, the accumulation of points.
When one of the old ladies comments on the beauty of the
potted plant which Harian has presented to her, the girl
stops just short of saying ”, .. , that if Campfire Girls
brought flowers to the Old Ladies 8 Home, the visit would
count one extra point, and if they took a Bible with them
on the bus and read it to the old ladies, it counted
double,"^
1,
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(The two old ladies themselves are worthy of closer
examination.

One of them says the sort of things a girl

like Marian would expect to hear from an old lady in the
Old Ladies * Home:

"Hid you come to be our little girl for

a while * « @ when I was a little girl like you-, I went to
X
school and all » o »
The other woman is quarrelsome
and contradicts everything the first old lady says.

To

the first old lady the second directs the following
diatribe.
You never went to school. You never came and
you never went. You were never anything— only
here. You never were born! You don’t know
anything® Your head is emptyt your heart and
hands and your old black are all empty, even that
little old box that you brought with you you
brought empty-— you showed it to me. And yet you
talk, talk, talk, talk, talk all the time until I.
think I ’m losing my mind! Who are you? You’re a
stranger— a perfect stranger! Bon’t you know
y o u ’re a stranger? Is it possible that they have
actually done a thing like this to anyone— sent
them in a stranger to talk, and rock, and tell
away her whole long rigmarole? Bo they seriously
suppose that I ’ll be able to keep it up, day in,
day out, night in, night out, living in the same
room with a terrible old woman-— forever?2
The first old lady attributes her roommate’s
contrariness to the fact that today i s,her roommate ’:s
birthday.

All of this has a most peculiar effect on

Marian, and her interest in the second old lady is aroused.
"How old are you?" Marian breathed. How she
could see the old woman in bed very closely and
1,
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plainly$ and very abruptly? from all sides$ as
in dreams® She wondered about her-™she wondered
for a moment as though there was nothing else in
the world to wonder about® It was the first time
such a thing had happened to Harlan®!
Marian8s world has taken on another dimension® , The old
woman in bed is not an object which is viewed flatly, but
"from all sides®"

In justifiable outrage for the

indignity of her position, the utter lack of privacy of
any sort, the second old lady has changed Marian8s world.
Marian regards her with intensity and interest and finally
asks her, "How old are you?"

The ordeal of having finally

aroused someone who considers her as an individual,
indeed considers her at all, is too much for the second
old woman®

"I won8t tell!" she says, in answer to

Marian8s question, and "the old face on the pillow, where
Mariam was bending over it, slowly gathered and col2
lapsed®"
The reader senses that Marian.too has been
overwhelmed enough for one day, for Marian attempts to
leave the room®

The first old lady tries to arrest her in

the following manner:
"Well, it was a real visit," said the old
woman, following Marian through the doorway and
all the way out into the hall. Then from behind
she suddenly clutched the child with her sharp
little fingers® In an affected, high-pitched
whine she cried, "Oh, little girl, have you a
penny to spare for a poor old woman that 8s not
got anything of her own? We don 81 have a thing
1®
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in the world— -not a penny for candy--not a ^
thingI Little girl 5 just a nickel— a penny„
fhis speech serves to upset further Marian 8s' conception^
the public conception, of an Old Ladies 8 Home as a place
where old ladies, not people, live*

She home is not

important, nor does it occur to the general public or the
nurses, to ask questions of the nature of Marian’s; they
care only in the most public sense:

the city had

beautified the home with prickly, dark shrubbery*

One

does not expect wards of the state to be anything but
wards of the state*
In every sense of the word, this was a real visit
for Marian*

Perhaps for the first time Marian yields to

private impulse, for her question is not prompted by a
public sense of duty; there are no bonus points for asking
a question*

And like the situation in MA Memory,"

illusion and reality are presented simultaneously, and
what is gained is a comprehension with increased dimen
sions*

A final picture of Marian’s biting into an apple

verifies the inclusion of an added dimension*
The hostility of the public world often forces one
to abandon the public image of himself and retreat more
#nd more into the private realm*

But this kind of living,

Miss Velty says, is, at best, unhealthy, if not disastrous*
For to lose a sense of one’s public image for a prolonged
1*
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period of time distorts the process of self-definitions
She result of this kind of isolation can only he madnesse
Such is the case of the young husband in ’’Flowers for
Marjories"

A, long and fruitless search for employment of any
kind has left Howard in a state of helplessness and
despair.

He has not for.such a long time had resource to

act that he no longer believes or wants to believe in
action of any sort.

The sight of a pansy pinned to his

wife’s coat has a strange effect on him.

He imagines that

"he snatched the pansy from Marjorie’s coat and tore its
petals off and scattered them on the floor and jumped on
1

them!11

But then "slowly he realized that he had not
-’ '

'

’

p

acted at all? that he had only a terrible vision."

■

Howard

has forgotten how to act and is now in a state where he
can only imagine an action.

He says to his pregnant wife?

when she tries to reassure him that eventually he will
find work:

"Work?...When did I ever work?

A year ago...

six months...back in Mississippi...I’ve forgotten!
isn’t as easy to count up as you think!
what to do now if they did give me work.

Time

I wouldn’t know
I ’ve forgotten!

It’s all past now...And I don’t believe it any more— they
won’t give me work now— they never will— «"^
1.
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fails to understand what has happened to her husband»

She,

after all, will in three months 1 time have a hahy, a
constant reminder that she is alive, that she is surrounded
by life, that she has been given the opportunity to aeto
Her very pregnancy has kept alive her sense of the public»
Marjorie is still able to find flowers and even hope that
Howard will find work in timec

And her hope has produced

a calmness, a sense of well-being in Marjorie that is
intolerable to Howard®
Just because you're going to have a baby, just
because that1s a thing that 9s bound to happen, just
because you can’t go around.forever with a baby
inside your belly, and it will really happen that
the baby is born— that doesn't mean,everything else
is going to happen and change! « = <, That doesn't
. mean that I will find work! It doesn't mean we
aren't starving to death . „ e You may not know it,
but you're the only thing left in the world that
hasn't stopped®!
Marjorie is not much affected by his harsh and
bitter words, not because she is'unsympathetic, but because
she really has no idea what he is saying®
serenity is too much for Howard®

Her state of

He stabs Marjorie with a

butcher knife and pauses afterwards to look at her®

Even

in death the sight of Marjorie is one of "perfect balance®"
She continues to sit in front to the window, resting as •
before®

And for Howard, time, which had become increasingly

difficult to keep track of, has now officially ended®
1®
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He

throws the ticking clock out the window and waits to hear
its collision with the pavement helowo
The murder of Marjorie* one might imagine$ returned
to Howard his ability to act®

This is not the case®

It is

as if Howard never acted at all, for he is not really
conscious of what he has done®

He leaves the apartment and

wanders for some time among the city crowds®

But he finds

nothing in the streets which is familiar, which can hring
him to a realization of who he is or where he is going or
even what he has done®

In desperation he goes to the W® P®

A® office and to HissFerguson,, because "Hiss Fergusonknew
1
him®”
Hiss Ferguson, however, is too busy to pay any
attention to Howard®

Finally he returns to the apartment,

and “then Howard knew
stopped®

for a fact that everything had

It was

just as he had feared, just as he had
2
He had had a dream to come true®”
Only the

dreamed®

balanced personality is allowed the power to act, and his
actions have results®
Howard®

nothing happens to people like

He is so far away from any public sense that by

the.time he kills Harjorie, action has no meaning at all®
The murder of Harjorie, then, is for Howard only a dream,
only a dream come true®
Glytie, in the story of the same name, like
Howard, finds herself surrounded by hostility®
1®
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straggle to achieve some kind of external definition^
however* is more evident and more pathetic than Howard's.
To escape momentarily from the hardens imposed upon her by

a half-mad sister* an alcoholic brother* and an- apoplectic
father* it is Clytie1s habit to wander about the town of
Farr 8s Bin a bit each afternoon.

And here she pursues

the study of faces.
It had been a long time now* since, Clytie had
first begun to watch faces* and to think about them.
Anyone could have told you that there were not
more than 150 people in Farr's Bin, counting
Hegroes'. Yet the number of faces seemed to Clytie
almost infinite. • She knew how to look slowly and
carefully at a face; she. was convinced that it was
impossible to see it all at once. The first thing
■she discovered about a face was always that she
had never seen it before. When she began to look
at people's
countenances there was no more
familiarity
in the world for her. The most pro
found* the most moving sight in the whole world
must be a face. Was it possible to comprehend
the eyes, and the mouths of other people* which
concealed she knew not what* and secretly asked
for still another unknown thing?!
There is no understanding * no return of contemplation* to
be found in the

townspeople, who more or less tolerateher

because she is a Farr.

They

occasionally would ask her

opinion of a matter, and Clytie always gave the same
answer* "It's nice .*1

The women, in turn, would comment

among themselves that "nothing that came anywhere close to
o
the Farrs' house was nice for long."
But Clytie does not
wish to be included in their conversations.
1.
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If anyone spoke to her 9 she fled® . If she saw
she was going to meet someone on the streets she
had been known to dart behind a bush and hold a
small branch in front of her face until the
person had gone by* When anyone called her by
names she turned first red, then white, and
looked somehow, as one of the ladies in the
store remarked, disappointed01
Why, then, did Clytie come to town each afternoon?

"It

was purely for a resemblance to a vision that she examined
the secret, mysterious, unrepeated faces she met in the
p
street of Farr1s Gin*"
And this vision she so earnestly
seeks is a vision of herself, "and now it was hard to
remember the way it looked, or the time when she had seen
it f i r s t C l y t i e is old®
Clytie had been near■achieving self-definition,
"this face had been very close to hers, almost familiar,
almost accessible,” but "then the face of Octavia was
thrust between, and at other times the apoplectic face of
her father, the face of her brother Gerald and the face of
her brother Henry with the bullet hole, through the fore
head * = e =

Ihis ’
is why Clytie averts her eyes or

closes them altogether when Clytie speaks to her brother
or sister®

Octavia and Gerald have infected her with their

bitterness and unpleasant dispositions®

In an effort to

I®
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rid tierself of their venom "she cursed all alone in the
peace of the vegetable gardensn
her sister cursed«

but not in the same manner

Oetavia°s voice was loud and. commanding

Clytie ”s voice was soft and the words which issued from her
throat felt rested and relaxede

“Sometimes in the middle

of her words Glytie glanced up to where Octavia, at her
window, looked down at her.

When she let the curtain drop

at last, Clytie would be left there speechless,

Finally,

in a gentleness compounded of fright and exhaustion and
love, an overshelming love, she would wander to the gate
and out through the town , 0 , ,

And when she would

return from town with the vision of a face resting
happily in her mind, once inside the house the vision
would be wretched from her.
On the day of Clytie9s death a new face is present
in the house, the face of Hr, Bobo, the barber who comes
each week to shave old Hr, Farr-*
Clytie looked at his small, doubtful face®
What fear raced through his little green eyes I
His pitiful,.greedy, small face— how very
mournful it was, like a stray kitten 9s. What
was it that this greedy little thing was so
desperately needing? ■
Clytie came up to the barber » , „ she put
out her hand and with breathtaking gentleness
touched the side of his face,#I,
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This was a gesture of love, not for the barber especially,
or for herself, but a gesture reaching out to all faces
everywhere s

And irhen Clytie is repulsed by the touch of

that face, "the horrible moist scratch of an invisible
■ - •- X
beard = <>■ »
she flees from the house, and-so does the
'

barber.

Once outside she embraces the rain barrel and

sees a reflection of herself in the water.

For the second

time that morning she reached out to touch the.face which,
naturally, was her own.
It was a wavering, inscrutable face. The
brows were drawn together as if in pain. The
eyes were large, intent, almost avid, the nose
ugly and discolored as if from weeping, the
mouth old and closed from any speech,. On either
side of the head dark hair.hung down in a dis
reputable and wild fashion. Everything about the
face frightened and shocked her with its signs of
waiting, of suffering.2
This is the public image of Clytie, so different from
anything she had ever imagined, and now too late to change
or alter in any way.

She thrusts herself forward into the

barrel "with her poor ladylike blaekstockinged legs upended and hung apart like a pair of tongs ."5

In presenting

this comic vision of her to the world, deatli too has robbed
her of any final dignity.
Clytie is one of Hiss Welty\s most grim stories,
for here is a character who not only desperately needs, but
1.
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44tries gust as hard to achieve internal balance in seeking
external definition.

Glytie fails beeamse she can find no

willing object upon which to bestow her love*

Bnt, never

theless, the love was there to give, even to Gerald and
Gctavia had they asked for it®

Bmt they didn't, nor did

the nnwilling face of the barber®
final rejection®

.Her own face is Clytie's

"She stood there completely sick at

heart, as though.the poor, half-remembered vision had
finally betrayed her®”
Bo Jo Bowman, in "Death of a traveling Salesman,”
realizes too late that through love one discovers the most
effective means of achieving definition*

For fourteen

years he had lived exclusively in the public world and
regarded himself only in terms of 11a man who always wore
rather wide-brimmed black hats, and in wavy hotel mirrors
2
had looked something like a bullfighter * * * *”
The
after-effects of an illness have left Bowman in a weakened
condition®

iihile Bowman is motoring on a back-woods road

in Mississippi, he drives off into a ravine, and he is
forced to abandon his ear*

Bowman seeks refuge in a

hillside shack where, for the first time, he becomes
close to something which has no public reference®

And for

the first time he is acutely aware of his own loneliness®
He wants to say to the woman who has given him shelter;

1®
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e o o I have "been sick and I found out thens
only then, how. lonely I am. Is it" too late? My
heart puts up' a., struggle inside me, and you may
have heard it 9 protesting against emptiness.»«.It
should be full . . . it should be holding love
like other hearts. It should be flooded with
love. There would be a warm spring day.=..Come
and stand in my heart, whoever you are $ and a
whole river would cover your feet and rise
higher and take your knees in whirlpools^ and
draw you down to itself, your whole body, your
heart too.l
The woman has brought Bowman strong feeling, feeling which
he dees not understand.

After his interior monologue he

feels vaguely ashamed of his effort to communicate “some
strange thing— -something which seemed always to have just
escaped him.=.
He later discovers that the woman is not old, as he
had thought.

She is young and pregnant and the wife, not

the mother, of Sonny, the young man who towed his car out
of the ravine.

Bowman is shocked by this discovery.

Somehow he felt unable to be indignant or
protest, although some sort of joke had certainly
been played upon him. There was nothing remote
or mysterious here— only something private. The
only secret was the ancient communication between
two people. But the memory of the woman’s
waiting silently by the cold hearth, of the man’s
stubborn journey a mile away to get fire, and how
they finally brought but their food and drink and
filled the room proudly with all they had to
show, was suddenly too clear,and too enormous
within him for response....
1.
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He spends a restless night in the cabin, thinking of the
man and wife asleep just a few steps from him, and wishing
that the unborn child were his* Before morning, in an
■
1
attempt to 11get back where he had been before,” he leaves.
But his heart, which had sounded vague rumblings for the
last several hours, "began to give off tremendous explo- •
2
sions like a rifle . . . < > ”
With his sample eases strewn
about him, he drops onto the road.
Clytie was on the verge of self-realization.

She

carried her love about her like a cloak and waited for it
to engulf yet another.

Ihe salesman never got that far.

He has only just realized the possibility of love, and
this knowledge is too much for his weakened heart.

And so

he dies, unable even to begin the search for love.
Tom Harris, another of Miss Welty's salesmen,
feels the lack of anything private in his life.

He, like

Bowman, can identify himself only in the public realm and,
like Bowman, can sense his own imbalance.

In an effort to

increase the dimensions of his own life, he involves
himself in the affairs of other people.

On his way to

town he picks up two hitch-hikers.! He is amused by the
conversation of one of the men and is glad to have the
company of both men.

When they arrive in town, Harris

1=
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leaves the men in the ear while he cheeks in at the local
hotelo

During his absence the hitch-hikers quarrel? and

one strikes the other over the head with a "bottle»

Harris

takes the hurt man to the hospital and later that evening
attends a party»

Depressed, he returns to his hotel room=

He could forgive nothing in this evening® But
it was too like other evenings, this town was too
like other towns, for him to move out of this
lying still clothed on the bed, even into comfort
or dispair® Even the rain— there was often rain,
there was often a party, and there had been other
violence not of his own doing— other fights, not
quite so pointless, but fights in his car; fights,
unheralded confessions, sudden love-making— none
of any of this his, not his to keep, but belonging
to the people of these towns he passed through,
coming out of their rooted pasts and their mock
rambles, coming out of their time® He.himself had
no time® He was free; helpless ® ® ® ®1
A pattern of existence has been established that is dif

ficult to break®

Activity-of the sort Harris envies has

long been absent from his life®

And once a pattern of

inaction has been fixed, Hiss Welty says, it is almost
impossible for the individual to break away®
This same situation, the inability to change a
pattern of existence, is found in "The Whistle .11 Sara and
Jason are in bed®
• Every night they lay trembling with cold, but
no more communicative in their misery than a pair
of window shutters beaten by a storm® Sometimes
many days, weeks went by without words ® They were
not really old-— they were only fifty; still, their
lives were filled with tiredness,, with a great
1®
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lack of necessity to speak, with poverty which
may have homnd them like a disaster too great
for any discussion but left them still separate
and undesirous of sympathy® Perhaps, years ago,
the long habit of silence may have been started
in anger or passion® Wao could tell now?l
Sara, however, is still awake and thinking of the cold and
how tired she is of cold®

The time should be spring,

according to the Almanac 11but year after year it was always
the same « « ® plants would be set out in their frames,
transplanted always too soon, and there was a freeze V «
' '' '
® ®"
The whistle, a warning of an approaching frost,
"

begins to blow®

Sara and Jason rush to the field where

they cover the young tomato plants with all the bedding
and clothes they own®

Half-frozen, they return to the

house to wait for morning; for the morning may return to
them what they had lost during the night =

Jason, in an

act of protest against the brutal cold, attempts to change
the pattern of their lives by bringing into the house
warmth, something they are both unused to®

He extrava

gantly burns a big cherry log which has been reserved for
the last of winter, and when the log has burned, he throws
the chairs, then the table, and finally their last posses
sion, the bed, into, the fire®

"Then when that was over,

1®
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Jason and Sara sat in darkness where their bed had been 5 and
1
it was colder than ever .11
The familiar pattern of existence is quickly
reestablished.

Jason's protest 9 however 9 may not have been

completely in vain.

Although they are left with even less

than they had befores perhaps 9 momentarily something has
been returned to them or at least to Sara.

"Sara trembledf

again pressing her hard knees against her breast.

In the

return of winter, of the night's cold, something strange,
like fright, or dependency, a sensation of complete help
lessness, took possession of her.
turning her head, she spoke.

All at once, without
p
'Jason...
Sara, in an

attempt to establish something private, something that the
whistle, the cold, the plants, cannot take away from her,
tries to communicate with her husband.

But her husband

Silences her, and, "outside, as though it would exact
something further from their lives, the whistle continued
to blow.
The deaf mutes, in "The Key," have lost the power
of any meaningful communication.

Like Sara and Jason, a

pattern of silence has been established in their relation
ship, and the pattern is brought into sharper focus by
1.
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their very inability to speak.

Albert and Bilie Morgan are

waiting for a train which will take them to Niagara Falls *
A young man 9 who exuded "an excess of energy about him that
•
1
separated him from everyone else » • ." is also present in
the station.

The young man drops a key 5 which slides to

the feet of Albert, who regards the object with a strange
joy*

With his hands he tells his wife:
"* o 6 I found ito Now it belongs to me* It
is something importantI Important* It means
something* From now on we will get along better,
have more understanding* **.Maybe when we reach
Niagara Falls we will even fall in love, the way
other people have done * Maybe our marriage was
really for love, after all, not for the other
reason— both of us being afflicted in the same
way, unable to speak, lonely because of that* Now
you can stop being ashamed of me, for being so
cautious and slow all my life, for taking my own
time.oe*Y o u •earn take hope* Because it was I who
found,the key* Bemember that— I .found it *"2

But Bilie and Albert Morgan, in their absorption, miss the
train to Niagara Falls *

"The old routine of their feeling

was upon them once more * * . it was the feeling of
conspiracy*

They were in counter-plot against the plot of

those things that pressed down upon them from outside
their knowledge and their waysgof making themselves under
stood*
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Hot only are Ellie and Albert isolated from the
public world by virtue of their muteness, but they are also
isolated from each other»

Each of them has a further realm

of privacy which is never shared.

Ellie, as well as

Albert, "felt something privately about that key, apart
'‘
'
T.
from what she had said or what he had told her."
And
Albert knew “there was something-”something he could almost
remember but not quite— -which would let him keep the key
always to himself . . . .

How terrible it was, how

strange, that Albert loved the key more than he loved
Ellie!"2
The source of their silence in marriage is, ironi
cally enough, Ellie1s very loquaciousness.

She tries to

extract from Albert everything which she suspects to be
private by talking about it.

“How nervous and empty her

red-scrubbed hands were, how desperate to speak!

Yes, she

must regard it as unhappiness lying between them, as more
than emptiness.

She must worry about it, talk about it.”^

But Albert knows that communication is not necessarily
established by talking.

“Just try to tell her that

talking is useless, that care is not needed...

And sooner

or later he would always reply, say something, agree, and
19
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2

she would go away again*»» =M

Bllie 8s failure is that she

is unable to recognize "* » « the secret and proper separa
tion that lies between a,man and a woman, the thing that
makes them what they are in themselves, their secret life,
O
their memory of the past, their childhood, their dreams .11
For Bllie regarded this secret and proper separation as
unhappiness, and so she is isolated in marriage as well as
from the public world.
She young man, who has observed Bllie and Albert
with some interest, takes from his pocket a second key and
drops it in Bllie9s hand.

Sow Bllie had also been the

recipient of something private to contemplate.

Perhaps

this key labeled Star Hotel, Room 2, is the key to their
happiness.

But one wonders, for "you could see that he

the young man

despised and saw the uselessness of the

thing he had done .11^
fhe particular relationship Hiss Welty’s short
stories bear toward time can also be seen in "Phe Key.” Phis is a story which takes place in terms of time.

The

three focal characters of the story interrelate during the
interval the mutes wait for a train.

Tet the .motifs

within this story exist outside of time, for they are in
themselves timeless.
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Eaeh element in,this story hears weight in a
dimension of timelessness=

The journey is perhaps the

oldest of narrative motifs„ and the red-haired stranger
holding the key to the unknown is a figure at least as old
as Faust and as immediately recognizable <> The action of
the story, words aside, is very like a mummer’s play.

And

the situation extant in 11The. Key“ is as old as the story
telling impulse itself.
Hiss Welty is not envolved with the juxtaposition
of a philosophically real and ideal world, as her Platonic
antecedents might well have argued; for hers is a world of
psychological modality and the realms which clash here are
the public and the private.

The deaf mutes are the very

essence of privacy, and they are framed in a mileau which
is antithetical to their world.

Indeed, unlike most

stories in which these motifs under discussion occur, the
central characters here seem to be looking for a key out
rather than a key in.

The key, their tempter, and the

banality of their plight give them momentarily a dimension
of understanding that is concurrent with, yet independent
of, time and place.
"A Piece of Hews ,11 one of the first of Hiss Welty°s
stories to be published, treats the private world of Ruby
Fisher.

The piece of news is an item in the newspaper

which states that a "Hrs. Ruby Fisher had the misfortune to
be shot in the leg by her husband this week .11 Though Ruby
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is aware that the reference is to another of the same name*
she can't help imagining the likelihood of such an event in
her life.

She is carried by her imagination to the point

of 11composing her face into a look which would be beautiful^
desirable» and d e a d . W h e n her husband returnss, Ruby
shows him the newspaper.

The crucial moment in the story

is when they simultaneously imagine the possibility of such
an occurrence; they feel both shame and pleasure to this
response.
Clyde is able fully to possess Ruby again only when
he regards her in a different manner.

This is why the

moment in which they projected together the reality of
Ruby's day-dream is an important moment to their marriage.
More than mere tolerance of another's privacy. Miss Welty
is saying, should be part of marriage«, It is not necessary
to understand exactly the shift and fluidity of feeling in
one's husband or wife.
impossibleo

In fact, in most instances this is

One's private world is inviolable, and no

attempt to enter uninvited should be made®

But to recog

nize and respect the importance of one's otherness is
essential.
fails to do.

This, of course, is what Ellie in "The Key"
To be regarded anew is really all most " .

people need to feel their importance to others and to
themselves and thus to achieve a sense of well-being in
1.
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marriage and in the world®

The means "by which two people

arrive at this highly desirable state of communication are
not always clear®

Perhaps a word, a look, a feeling, a

touch will suffice; or perhaps the absence of any of these
at the right moment contributes to the establishment of a
meaningful relationship ®

Hiss Welty does not give one an

answer®
William Wallace's wife in "The Wide Wet" is
pregnant and thus inclined to be "touchy®"

When she leaves

a note saying that she intends to drown herself in the
river, William Wallace is thoroughly alarmed®

He cannot

understand that what his wife demands is not mere submis
siveness , but a change of attitude on his part which her
pregnancy has made her feel entitled to®

After dragging

the river unsuccessfully, William Wallace returns home and
discovers that his wife had been there all the time,
hiding from him®

He spanks her, and in doing so William

Wallace makes the right gesture, for Hazel is secretly
delighted with his treatment of her®

He still does not

understand his wife, but he regards her in a different way®
Then she was ready to go" in, and rose up and
looked out from the top step, out across their
yard where the China tree was and beyond, into the
dark fields where the lightning-bugs flickered
away® He climbed to his feet too and stood beside
her, with the frown on his face, trying to look
where she looked® And after a few minutes' she took
him by the hand and led him into the house, smiling
as if she were smiling down on him®l
1®
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William Wallace is not able to look out from the private
world of his.wife; he cannot see what she sees, hut he can
take a second look at Hazel, and in doing so, they are
reconciledo
Ihe Balanced Personality
One has seen that most of Eudora Welty’s characters
are losers=

They are lost in a world of singular isolation

or engulfed in the banal rhythms of the exterior world*
Are there, then, any winners?
private and public modalities?

Gan a character bridge the
One does find characters

who have the ability to comprehend the reality of both the
external and the internal condition of humanity*

"While

these characters are neither necessarily pleasant nor
desirable, they do have one characteristic which the
isolated personality consistently lacks; they are able to
act and their actions have results.
An interesting example of a character who is able
to fathom both realms of consciousness is Mrs. Pike in
"The Petrified Han."

Hot only has she "got a sharp eye

out," but she is able to penetrate what she sees with her
discerning eye.

She knows, for example, that Mrs* Pletcher

is pregnant, something that even M r » Pletcher is not. aware .
of.6 And she knows the real identity of the petrified man.
When she discovers that the petrified man, her ex-landlord,
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is wanted for rape, Mrs® Pike turns him in and receives a
five hundred dollar reward®
Mrs. Pike is in direct contrast to the other
characters in the story.

Leota, the beauty shop operator,

is completely caught up in a world which is exclusively
publico

Mrs. Fletcher, a regular customer of Leota 8s,

exists only in a public frame of reference, and accordingly
she fears that her pregnancy may somehow change the public
image she has created for herself.

Mrs. Fletcher is thus

doubly alarmed when Mrs® Pike penetrates her secret
pregnancy.

The petrified man himself is the very essence

of a character's being caught in a private world; his own
private world is a retreat from infamy and his ossified
exterior hides his private world of guilt and frustration;
his world has become so private that the exterior in no
way indicates the perversion within.
Ellen Fairchild, the central character in Delta
Wedding, has the ability to comprehend the reality of the
external and internal conditions of the members of her
family.

Euth Vande Kieft says of her;

. . . Ellen is the most balanced of the major
characters, the most mature and objectively
"reliable." She stands in the midst of the
family as mother, wife, sister; but she is not a
Fairchild, not by nature a plantation mistress
. . . . Out of her frantically busy life, she
watches with tender concern the growth of her
children and all the developing relationships
around her; and she sees everything; Dabney's
wild hope and expectation of life; Laura's
pathetically eager desire to be drawn into the
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family and stay on at i,Shellmoun4H; Shelley 8s
emotional tightness-, her. inward fear and outrage
at her younger sister’s marriage; Battle’s and
his sisters’ disapproval of Dabney’s marriage to an
overseer; Bobbie’s grievances against the Bairchild’s; George?’s apartness =.= ■«, » Through love’s
observation she knows everybody from the inside,
hopes for everybody, and with exquisitely gentle
taet and graee, works for harmony in patient
o

o

o

o

The Fairchilds themselves are not balanced personalities®
The world for them extends no farther than the town of

V \

Fairchilds and the cotton fields of Shellmound, and the
search for the public image of themselves hopelessly
centers in past and present family heroes.
have no public world®

The Fairchilds

They live exclusively in the private

world of family and self.
Ellen is sensitive to the problems of the Fairchild
family.

Because she was not born a Fairchild and has only

married into the family,.she has a perspective that the
other characters lack.

"When Ellen looks at her family,

they seem “to separate one from another like islands being
created out of a land in the sea that had sprawled
conglomerate too long."

To the contrary, her husband, as

their oldest daughter remarks in her diary, "takes us

(the

Fairchilds]

all together and loves us by the bunch . » ®

■
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External reality for Ellen extends beyond Shellmoiand and the Fairchild family =

Mulling over in her mind

the accident in which Maureen 9 her retarded neiee 9 was
almost hit by a train, Ellen thinks, "the dog [the train]
had stopped in time not to kill her®

Here in the long run

so like them jthe Fairchilds] all, the mindless child could
not, as they would not, understand a miracle®

How could

Maureen, poor child, see the purity and dullness of fact,
of the outside-world fact? Of something happening? Which
1
was a miracle®"
Ellen, however, does see the miracle and
'

'

'

so does Robbie Reid who, like Ellen, only married into the
Fairchild family®
The stranger in "She Key" is another of Miss
Welty’s characters who appears to comprehend the external
and internal condition of humanity®

He knows that the key

has a special meaning for Albert so "as if by decision,
the young man did not terminate this wonder by claiming
his key®

He stood back, a peculiar flash of interest or

of something more inscrutable, like resignation, in his
O
lowered eyes®"
She reader is told at the beginning of
the story that there is a quality about the stranger which
sets him apart from the others waiting in the station®
Shere was a startling quality, a willingness
to be, forever, distracted, in the very reassurance
1®

Eudora Welty,=Delta Wedding, p® 188®

2.®

Selected., Stories, I, p® 61®

of his "bodys, some alertness which made his strength
fluid and dissipated instead of withheld and
greedily "beautiful» His youth "by now did not seem
an important thing ahout him; it was a medium for
his activity$ no doubt$ hut as he stood there
frowning and smoking you felt some apprehension
that he would never express whatever might he the
desire of his life in heimg young and strongs instanding apart in compassion, in making any
intuitive present or sacrifice, or in any way of
action at all— •not hecause there was too much in
the world demanding his strength, hut "because he
was too deeply aware„
You felt a shock, in glancing up at him, and
when you looked away from the whole yellow room and
closed your eyes, his intensity, as.well as that of
the room, seemdd to have impressed the imagination
with a shadow of itself, a Slackness together with
the light, the negative heside the positive® You
felt as though some exact, skillful contact had
heen made between the surfaces of your hearts to
make you aware, in some pattern, of his joy and his
despair® You could feel the fullness and the
emptiness of this stranger8s life.?.
His life, then, seems full of compassion for others, so
much so that he might never "express whatever might he
the desire of his life."

The ohserver-narrator of the

story seems to have explicit faith in the young man's
understanding of the complexities of human emotion®

.The

stranger understands Albert's need for the key and he
recognizes Ellie's mixed feelings of pride and jealousy
in her husband's newly acquired possession.

And he knows

there is a terrible emptiness and need in both their
lives o

In an attempt to fill this need he gives yet

another key, this time to Ellie®

But he knows that in

the long run his gift will he a useless one.
1®

Selected Stories, I , pp. 64=65.

The stranger

may have the eapaeity to view realistically the internal
and external condition, of those who fall under his gaze,
and out of his compassion he has resource to action, but
he does not have the power to change the pattern of
existenceo

He may have omniscience, but.he is not omni

potent o
Old Phoenix, in "A Worn Path," is one of Hiss
Welty 8s most beautifully balanced characters»

She is a

simple uncomplicated old woman who is neither lost in a
world of singular isolation nor engulfed in the banal
rhythms of the exterior world*

Her way of speaking to

strangers is as easily natural as her way of speaking to
herself, or to the nature she encounters on her way to
town*

"Out of my way all you foxes, owls, beetles, jack

rabbits, coons, and wild animals * =,*okeep out from under
these feet, little bob-whiteso *. «,keep the big wild hogs
out of my path,..,. ©

One does not often find a

character in the works of Miss Welty who is so much in
harmony with the world and herself as Phoenix©

Her

ability to act is amply verified in her periodic trips
into town to obtain medicine for her sick grandson©

She

successfully overcomes all the obstacles in her path,
determined and confident that she will be allowed to
complete her journey and accomplish what she has set out
1©

Selected Stories, I, p© 276©
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to do*

And her action does yield results^ for through her

efforts she is able to keep her grandson alive and to
relieve his suffering.
In the final story of The Golden Apples Yirgie
Rainey sets out on a journeyo

The day after her mother8s

funeral she either gives away or stores the family8s
belongingso

She knows that the time has come for some

change to occur in her life*

She does not know the nature

of the ehanges.but she knows that she must act and act
quicklyo

On her way out of town she finds her car parallel

with Cassie Morrison8s and they exchange a few sentences«
The last words Gassie says to Yirgie are the last words
Yirgie hears from anyone in the town of Morgana, Missis
sippi e

“You811 go away like Loch

Gassie 9s brother

® = «.

a life of your own, away— -1 8m so.glad for people like you
and Lochs I am really .88 . Once before Yirgie left Morgana
in an attempt to escape from the banality of her existence,
but she returnedo

This time, the reader feels, she will .

stay away«
Yirgie, like the stranger in 88The key," is another
of Miss Welty8s characters who has been set apart from
others in her environment o

Wild and impetuous in her

youth, she was a rebel and in being a rebel she was iso
lated from girls her own age, whose interests she did not
1®

Eudora Welty, The Golden Apples (Sew York,

1949), p. 272.
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share and whose mothers regarded her with disdain®

Her

musical ability should h^ve yielded her a career$ hut the
piano scholarship was awarded to Cassie Morrison? an
inferior musician but an accepted member of the community=
So Yirgie 0s talented
chores =

fingers were set to

typing and tofarm

H e r .private brooding was absorbed by her mother's

demand for absolute respect and loyalty.

How death has

freed her from her mother's bondage„ and though she is
unhappy in her loss? she is at the same time filled with
“the pure wish to live ®11 For the first time in years she
senses her own reality®

On the night of her mother's death

she walks to the river and decides to wade in*
Her breasts around which she felt the water
curving were as sensitive at that moment as the
tips of wings must feel to .birds, or antenna to
insects. She felt the sand, grains intricate as
little cogged wheels, minute shells of old seas,
and the many dark' ribbons of grass and mud touch
her and leave her, like suggestions and with
drawals of some bondage that might have been dear,
now
dismembering and losing itself® She moved
but
like a cloud in skies, aware but only of the
nebulous edges of her feeling and the vanishing
opacity of her will, the carelessness for the
water, of the river through which her body had
already passed as well as for what was ahead .1
And now that the bondage is withdrawing Yirgie is left free
to act.

And her actions, the reader feels, will yield her

results.

1.

Eudora Welty, Ifhe Golden Apples, p. 248.

CHAPTER III
PEACE IN THE FICTION OF EUBOEA HELTY
Introduction
One of her most important contributions to the
theory of her own fiction is Eudora ¥elty°s essay on place <>
Hiss Welty begins "Place in Fiction" by considering three
ways in which place has to do with the "goodness" of
fiction*
Firsts with the goodness— validity— in the
raw material of writing * Second, with the good
ness in the writing itself— the achieved world of
appearance, through which the novelist has his
whole say and puts his whole ease*
(Though w e ’ll
always have with us the lady who dismissed The
Ancient Mariner on grounds of implausibility ,)
Third, with, the goodness— -the worth— in the writer
himself; Place is where he has his roots* Place
is where he stands; in his experience out of which
he writes it provides the base of reference, in
his work the point of view* Let us consider Place
in,fiction in these three wide aspects *1
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Place in fiction is the named, identified,
concrete, exact and exacting, and therefore
credible, gathering-spot of all that’s been felt,
is about to be experienced. In the novel’s progress*
Location pertains to feeling, feeling profoundly
pertains to Place; Place in history partakes of
feeling, as feeling about history partakes of
Place* Every story would be another, story, and
unrecognizable as art, if it took up its charactersand plot and happened somewhere else* Imagine
Swann’s Way laid in London, or The Magic Mountain
in Spain, or Green Mansions in the Black Forest»
1* Eudora Welty, "Place in Fiction," Three Papers
bn Fiction (Northampton, 1962), pp* 1-2*
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The very notion of moving a novel "brings ruder
havoe to the mind and affections than would a
century8s alteration in its time. I t 9s only too
easy to conceive that a "bomb that could destroy
all trace of places as we know them 9 in life and
through bookss "could also destroy all feelings
as we know them? so irretrievably and so happily
are recognition* memory* history* valor* love*
all the instincts of poetry and praise*- worship
and endeavor* bound up in Place (p. 6 )*
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I think the sense of Place is as essential to
good and honest, writing a s .a logical mind; surely
they are somewhere related® It is by knowing
where you stand that you grow able to judge where
you are. Place absorbs our earliest notice and
attention* it bestows on us our original aware
ness; and our critical powers spring up from the
study of it and the growth of experience inside
it° It perseveres in bringing us back to earth
when we fly too high. It never really stops
informing* for it is" forever astir* alive*
changing* reflecting* like the mind of man itself.
One place comprehended can make us understand other
places better. Sense of place gives equilibrium;
extended* it is sense of direction too. Carried
off we might be in spirit* and should be* when we
are reading or writing something good; but it's
the sense of Place going with us still that's the
ball of golden thread to carry us there and back
and in every sense of the word to bring us home
Cp ° 1 1 ) O
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And so* when we have fully considered all this
and more about Place in fiction* we could well ask*
""What on earth is the Regional novel?M For we see
it's a careless term* as well as a condescending
one* failing* to begin with* to differentiate
between the localized raw material and its outcome
as art. It is the outsider's term* with no meaning
for the insider who is doing the writing* because
as far as he is concerned he is simply writing
about life. Jane Austin* -Emily Bronte* Thomas
Hardy* Cervantes* Turgenev*, the authors of the Books
of the Old Testament all confined themselves to
regions great or small. But are they regional?
Then who from the start of time has not been so* and
who is ever to escape it?
All work springing out of such vital impulse
from its native soil has something in common— it has
that* at least. But there is something that matters

more» By this time it seems likely that the art
that speaks most clearly, most explicitly, directly,
and passionately from its place of origin will
remain the longest ■understood* It is through Place
that we put down roots, wherever and whenever
birth, chance, fate, or our travelling selves may
set us down; but where these roots reach toward is
the deep and running vein of human understanding«
Whatever our theme in writing, it is old and
tired*
Whatever our place, it has been visited by
the stranger, it will never be new again* Some
day it
may not even be* It is only the vision that
can benew, but this is enough (pp* 14-15)e
The salient difficulty of Hiss 'Welty’s essay on place is
the irresponsibility or ambiguity with which she uses the
very term place, for one can readily see that her concept
of place is not merely dependent upon geography but upon
other factors as well*
There are three distinct ways in which Hiss Welty
uses place*

First, place is geography; the place is, for

instance. Victory, Hississippi, or a post office, or Hoon
Lake*

Second, place is position; one is in a place by

being a member of the oldest family in town or, for that
matter, the newest family in town or a Negro or the post
mistress *

Third, place is time; for to Eudora Welty time

is the intersection vertically of the chronological
continuum in terms of a measurable event which may or may
not repeat itself*
Place as Physical Environment
Eudora Welty"s own life has only occasionally been
led outside the Hississippi in which she grew up and the
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Mississippi to which she returned=

The Ponder Heart,

Delta Weddings The. Hohher Bridegroom, and most of the
stories in A Curtain of Green^ The wide Netg The Golden
Apples, and The Bride, of The Innlsfalien take place in or
ahout that portion of the South with which she is most
.familiaro

■

A Curtain of Green and The Wide Net present a

number of typical environmental settings»

“Lily Daw and

The Three Ladies” takes place in the small town of Victory,
Mississippi, and much of the sociological setting of
Victory has been indicated above»

”A Piece of News” takes

place in a Southern rural cabin as does “Death of a
Travelling Salesman, " and “Liwie. ”

“The K e y 0s“ setting is

a railway terminal in a small town®

“Keela” is set in a

country Negro's shack.

“Why I Live at the P.O.” takes

place in a small Mississippi town, as do “The HitchHikers, “ “Old Mr. Marblehall," “A Curtain of Green,” "At
the Landing," and “Clytie.“

“The Whistle” is set on a

farm in the country and “A Worn Path” takes place in the
open country itself.

All of the stories in The Golden

Apples occur in the small town of Morgana, Mississippi,
with the exception of one; “Music from Spain" is set in
San Francisco.

The geography of her tales is Mississippian,

just as are her houses, her gardens, her food, and her
climate.
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Eu&ora Welty6s stories often contain careful
descriptions of homes which might exist only in the South.
There is Hr. Marblehall8s ancestral home.
I t ’s not so wonderfully large— it.has only four
columns— -hut you always .Ipok toward it, the way
you always glance into tudanels and see nothing.
The river is after it now, and the little hack
garden has assuredly crumbled away, but the box
maze is there on the edge like a trap, to con
found the Mississippi River. Deep in the red
walls waits the front door— it weighs such a lot,
it is perfectly solid, all one piece, black
mahogany... .And you see— one of them is always
going in it. There is a knocker shaped like a
gasping fish on the door. You have every reason
in the world to imagine, the inside is dark, with
old things.about. There’s many, a big, deathly.
looking tapestry, wrinkling and thin, many a sofa
shaped like an S. • Brocades as tall as wicked
queens in Italian- tales stand gathered before the
windows. Everything is draped and hooded and
shaded, of.course, unaffectionate but close. Such
>rosy lamps! The only sound would be a breath
^
against the prisms, a stirring of the chandelier.
Then there is Asphodel, the house belonging to Miss Sabina
and standing high on a hill gust outside of town.
It commanded the town that came to be at its
foot. Her house was a square of marble and stone,
the front was as dark as pitch under the magnolia
trees. Hot one blade of grass grew in the hard
green ground, but_in some places a root stuck up
like a serpent, inside, the house was all wood,
dark wood carved and fluted, long hallways $ great
staircases of walnut, ebony beds that filled a
• room, even mahogany roses in the ceilings,,where the
chandeliers hung down like red glass fruit. There
was one completely dark inside room. The house was
a labyrinth set with statues— Venus, Hermes, Demeter,
and with singing ocean shells on draped pedestals .2
1.

Selected Stories, I, pp. 181-182.

2.

Ibid., II, pp. 98-99*
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And Shellmoun&j, the plantation home of Battle Fairchild,
in 1923 had not undergone any drastic changes since the
time of its antebellum construction,

fhe past, as Aunt

Tempe notes, still lives in the present.
. . . still the high, shabby old rooms went
unchanged, for weddings or funerals, with rocking
chairs in them,.little knickknacks and playthings
and treasures all shaken up. in them together— and
those switches on the mantel would probably stay
right there, through the ceremony „ . , . Mashula8s
dulcimer ,still hanging by that thin ribbon on the
wall o . . the guns that stood in the corner by
the door and the pistols that rested on a little
gilt and marble table in the bay window .•. . .
That was Somebody 0s gum— he had killed twelve
bears'‘every Saturday with 1it. And Somebody"s
pistol in the lady’s workbox; he had killed a mam
with it in self-defense at Cotton Gin Port; he had
sent the pistol ahead #S him by two Indian Bearers
to his wife, who had put it in this box and held
her peace, a lesson to girls. There . . . was
Somebody’s Port Gibson flintlock and Somebody’s
fowling piece he left behind him when he marched
off to Mexico, never to be laid eyes on again.
.There were the Civil War muskets Aunt Mac watched
over, an old Himie rifle coming to pieces before
people’s eyes. Cramd#ather’s dueling pistols,
that had not saved his life at all, were on the
; 4stand in a hard velvet ease, and lying loose was
Grandmother laura Allen’s little pistol that she
carried in her riding skirt over Marmion, with a
flower scratched with a penknife along the pearl
handle, and Battle’s, her father’s, little
toothmarks in it.I
At the other extreme are the houses of the poor white and
Eegro population.

There is, for example, the Peacocks’

house in The Ponder Heart with “portulaca in pie pans
o . . set along the front porch and the mirror on the
front of the house . . . .
1.
p p . 98-99 °

In the yard not a snap of

Eudora Welty, Delta Wedding (New York, 1946),

grass— am old auto tire with verbena growing inside it
ninety to nothing* all red. .And a tin roof you eould just
1
imagine the ehinaberries falling on— ping!" . The Negro
shacks in Brunswiek-town
were many and alike* all whitewashed with a
green door* with stovepipes crooked like elbows
of hips behind* okra prineess-feathers* and false
dragonhead growing around them* and China- trees
over them like umbrellas* with chickens beneath
sitting with shut eyes.in dust holes. It was
shady like a creek bed. The smell of scalding
water* feathers * and iron pots mixed with the
smells of darkness *2
The description of Solomon0s house is noteworthy for its
detail.

Solomon was prosperous for a Negro* and his house

reflects his unusual prosperity.
It was a nice house* inside and outside both.
In the first place* it had three rooms. The front
room was papered in holly paper* with green palmettos
from the swamp spaced at careful intervals over the
walls. There was fresh newspaper cut with fancy
borders on the mantel-shelf * on which were propped
photographs of old or very young men printed in
faint yellow— Solomon°s people. Solomon had a
houseful of furniture. There was a double settee*
a tall scrolled rocker ahd an organ in the front
room* all. around a three-legged table with a pink
marble top* on which was set a lamp with three gold
•feet* besides a jelly glass with pretty hen feathers
in it. Behind the front room* the other room had
the bright iron bed with the polished knobs like a
throne. . . . There were snow-white curtains of
wiry lace at the window* and a lace bed-spread
belonged on the bed. But what old Solomon slept
so sound under was a big feather-stitched piecequilt in the pattern “Trip Around the World*lt
which had twenty-one different colors* four hundred
and forty pieces* and a thousand yards of thread*
and that was what Solomon0s mother made in her life
1. Eudora Welty* The Ponder Heart (New York*
195^0* p . S4-.
2. Eudora Welty* Delta Wedding* p. 129»
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and old age 0 There was a table holding the Bible 9
and a trunk with a key® On the wall were two
calendars? and a diploma from somewhere in
Solomon's family «>..<, Going through that room
and on to the kitchen* there was a big wood stove
and a big round table always with a wet top and
with the knives and forks in one jelly glass and
the spoons in another, and a cut-glass vinegar
bottle between,, and going out from those, many
shallow dishes-of ■pickled peaches, fig preserves,
water-melon pickles and blackberry jam always
sitting there® The churn sat in the sun, the doors
of the safe were always both shut, and there were
four baited mouse-traps in the kitchen, one in
every corner®
The outside of Solomon6s house looked nice® It
was not painted, but across the porch was an even
balance ® On each side there was one easy chair
with high springs, looking out, and a fern basket
hanging over it from the ceiling, and a dishpan of
zinnia seedlings growing at its foot on the floor®
By the door was a plow-wheel, just a pretty iron
circle, nailed up on one wall and a square mirror
on the other, a turquoise-blue comb stuck up in the
frame, with the wash stand beneath it® On the door
was a wooden knob with a pearl in the end, and
Solomon's black hat hung on that, if he was in the
house®
Out front was a clean dirt yard with every
vestige of grass patiently uprooted and the ground
scarred in deep whorls from the strike of Liwie's
broom® Bose bushes with tiny blood-red roses
blooming every month grew in threes on either side
of the steps» On one side was a peach tree, on the
other a pomegranate® Then coming around up the
path from the deep cut of the Hatches Trace below
was a line of bare efape-myrtle trees with every
branch of them ending in a colored bottle, green or
blue®!
There are the rich gardens of the humid Delta; such
a garden as Mrs. Larkins;

"Only by ceaseless activity

could she cope with the rich blackness of this soil.
by cutting, separating, thinning and tying back in the
1.

Selected Stories, II, pp® 154— 156=
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©rumps of flowers and "bushes and vines could she have kept
them from overreaching their "boundaries and multiplying
out of all reason0"

And there are the flowers from which

Yirgie Rainey gets her “"bulb money."
Purple althea cutting© *’true hex, four colors
of cannas for fifteen cents, moonvine seed "by
teaspoonful, green and purple,jew. Roses: big
■white rose, little thorn rose, beauty-red sister
rose, pink monthly, old-fashioned red summer
rose, very fragrant, baby rose. Five colors of
verbena, candlestick lilies, milk and wine
lilies, blackberry lilies, lemon lilies, angel
lilies, apostle lilies. Angel trumpet seed.
(She r e d •amarylis .
. Red salvia, four-o'clock,
pink Jacob's ladder, sweet geranium cuttings,
sword fern and fortune grass, century plants, vase
palm, watermelon" pink and white crape myrtle,
Christmas cactus, golden bell. White Star
Jessamine. Snowball. Hyaeinthus. Pink fairy- •
lilies .2
She swamps, mysterious and dark and.Hississippian, are often
encountered in Eudora Welty's stories.
Shey trudged down the slope . . . and into the
swamp. There they moved single file between two
walls; by lifting their arms they could have
touched one or the other pressing side of the
.swamp.. Their toes explodedtthe dust that felt
like the powder clerks pump into new kid gloves
- . » =
They were eye to eye with the fingershaped leaves of the castor bean plants . . . »
Mosquitoes strunk at them . . « . Queen Anne's
lace and elderberry and blackberry thickets $
loaded heavily with flower and fruit and smelling
with the melony smell of snake, overhung the
ditch to touch them. ‘The ditches had dried
green or blue bottoms, cracked and glazed— like
a dropped vase . . . . Sweet bay and cypress and
sweetgum and live oak and swamp maple closing
tight made the wall dense, and yet there was
1o

Selected Stories. I, p. 211.

2. Eudora Welty, The Golden Apples (Hew York, 194-9),
p. 235«
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somewhere still for the other wall of vine; it
gathered itself on the ground and stacked and
tilted itself in the trees;- and like a table in
the tree the mistletoe hung up there black in
the zenith® Buzzards floated from one side of
the swamp to the others, as if choice existed for
them--raggedly crossing the sky and shadowing the
track, and shouldering one another on the
solitary limb of a moon-white sycamore® Closer
to the ear than lips could begin words came the
swamp sounds— ^closer to the ear and nearer to the
dreaming mind®!
•
The reader finds before him the fields of tomatoes and
cotton, the lush woods filled with countless wild flowers
and ferns, the rivers, the swamps, little nameless towns,
and the inevitable heat and humidity of the; Southern sum
mer®
It.was a strange land, amphibious— and whether
water-covered or grown with jungle or robbed
entirely of water and trees, as now, it had the
same loneliness® He regarded the great sweep—
like steppes, like moors, like deserts (all of
which were imaginary to him); but more than it
was like any likeness, it was South® The vast,
thin, wide-thrown, pale, unfocused star™sky, with
its veils of lightning adrift, hung over this land
as it hung over the open sea® Standing out in the
night alone, he was struck as powerfully with
recognition of the extremity of this place as if
all other bearings had vanished— as if snow had
suddenly started to fall®
He climbed back inside and drove® When he
moved to slap furiously at his shirtsleeves, she
shivered in the hot, licking night wind that their
speed was making® Once the car lights picked out
two people— a Hegro couple, sitting on two facing '
chairs in the yard outside their lonely c a b i n half undressed, each battling for self against the
hot night, with long white rags in endless, scarf
like motions®
In peopleless open places there were lakes of
dust, smudge fires burning at their hearts« Cows
1®

Eudora Welty, Golden Apples, pp® 125-126.
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stood in untended rings around them$ motionless in
the heat 3 in the night— their horns standing up
sharp against that gl©w»^
A few of Hiss Weltj’s stories are not set in the

South®

The settings of these stories have one character

istic in common; the setting is not the natural environment
of the central character®

"The Bride of The Innisfalien"

takes place on a train, and "Going to Haples” is set on a
ship; "both are environments which the characters are only
transiently part of®

"Blowers for Hargorie" is set in Hew

York City, but Howard and Harjorie are Southerners.

The

setting of "Music from Spain" is San Francisco, "but Eugene
McLain’s home is Morgana, Mississippi.

The central

•

characters of these stories are best described as "human
beings terribly at large, roaming on the face of the
2
earth."
Removing them, then, from their natural environ
ment is one of the most effective means of indicating their
predicament.

'
Place as Position

Miss Welty’s stories also consider a number of
persons whose fortunes are directly related to their
social status.

Again, the three ladies would hardly have

worried about Lily Daw had she been black and from the
Hegro quarter, but her retardation is of concern to them
1. Eudora Welty, The Bride of The Innisfallen
(Hew York, 1955)$ P° 24®.
2®

Eudora Welty, Golden Apples, p. 96.
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beeause she is of the same social element as they=

And had

Bobbie Beid 9s parents been landowners instead of clerks the
Fairchilds might have found her a more acceptable wife for
George«

But since the Fairchilds are indulgent with each

other they forgive their relatives for marrying out of
their class® .fhis is what Dabney Fairchild? who is about
to marry her father's overseer and thus break through class
barriers $ finds intolerable in the members of her family®
Fhey are far too polite to condemn openly or even to protest
her marriage«
In Miss Welty's first two collections of short
stories? The Wide Met and A Curtain of Green? a variety of
social settings is presented®

There are the old established

rich who have either retained their money and their land or
lost one or the other or both®

"Asphodel?M "At the

Landing?" "Glytie?" "A Curtain of Green?" and "Old Mr®
Marblehall" deal with the established? though in most cases
decadent? aristocracy®

Often the town has the same name

as the family under consideration? such as Farr's Gin in
"Glytie" or Larkin's Hill in "A Curtain of Green®"

Miss

Welty? with perhaps aristocratic hauteur herself? never
mentions the nouveau riche of the South® :.Theg?e are the
poor farmers found in "The Key" and "The Whistle?" and the
poor white laboring class found in "The Wide Bet," "Flowers
for Marjorie?" "A Piece of Hews?" and "Petrified Man®"
the Negro? who occupies the lowest rung on the social

And

;
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ladder, is dealt with in "A. Worn Path," "Keela, The Out
cast Indian Maiden ,11 and " L i w i e »"

The least mentioned

class in these early collections, the established middle
class, proves to interest Miss Welty more in later works„
"Why I Live at the P.O." is the first real indica
tion of Miss Welty8s interest in the middle class»

The

Ponder Heart continues to explore the workings of this
class in the town of Olay, but here all levels of social
strata receive equal attentiono

The Peacocks, for example,

are as thoroughly dealt with as the Ponders or the Olanahans<>

The work in which the middle class almost exclusively

predominates is The Golden Apples.

All of the stories in

this collection concern characters who grew up in the town
of Morgana, Mississippi, and who came from families who
could afford piano lessons for their children and servants
in the house.

Many of Miss Welty9s stories in her last

published collection, The Bride of The Innisfalien, are set
within the middle class.

But one also finds here the

decadent aristocracy in "The Burning" and "Kin."
Delta Wedding deals with the present generation of
an established aristocratic family whose land remains
intact.

The problems of the individual characters in the

novel stem directly from the position they hold.

"Honor,

honor, honor, the aunts drummed into their ears, little
Denis and Battle and George, Tempe and Annie Laurie,
Bowena, Jim Allen and Primrose.

To give up your life
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because you thought that much of your cotton— where was
love* even* in that?

Other people8s cotton. Fine glory®
i
Dabney would not have done it."
But Dabney most likely
would have given her life for the cotton and the land* just
as George was ready to give up his without a second thought
when Haureen caught her foot in the trestle.

George’s

position as hero of the family had been established when he
was still a young boy.

Ihe only one who outdid him in

sweetness and heroism* in the opinion of the family* was
his dead brother Denis.
The Fairchild clan has gathered at the plantation
home of Battle and Ellen Fairchild for the marriage of
their daughter Dabney.

Cousin Laura McEaven* Aunt Tempe

and Uncle Pinch* Cousin Lady Clare* Uncle George Fairchild
and his wife* Bobbie* have all taken residence in Shellmound.

The rest of the family lives close enough to

commute back and forth.

Aunt Primrose and Aunt Jim Allen

live at The Grove which is on the same side of the river as
Shellmound.

The Grove really belongs to George* but with

the usual Fairchild generosity he has given the use of the
house to his maiden sisters.

Great Aunts Shannon and Mae

live at Shellmound with Battle and Ellen and their eight
children®

Cousin MamrOen* who is "funny in the head*"

also lives at Shellmound.
1.

Eudora Welty* Delta Wedding* p. 120.
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The novel consists of a long series of interior
monologues loosely connected by three incidents:

first,

the piano playing of Mary Lamar Mackey which is always
heard in the background; second, the train incident which
occurred a few weeks prior to the wedding and which under
goes constant reassessment; and third, the physical details
of the wedding itself.

All serve to bridge the thought

processes of .'the central characters into a unified whole.
The train incident involved all of the Fairchild
children who had spent _the day fishing with George and his
wife Bobbie,

While walking the railroad track on the way

home a train approached suddenly.

All of the children

jumped clear of the track except Maureen, the retarded
daughter of the legendary Denis, who caught her foot in the
trestle,

George, ignoring his wife's pleas, threw himself

on top of Maureen,
hitting them,

The train stopped just short of

Bobbie,after the danger had passed said to

her husband, "George Fairchild, you didn't do this for
m e !"1

,
, An easy explanation of George8s action would be

simple heroism,

Bobbie, however, believes that George's

action indicated that in his affection he placed the
Fairchild family above herself.
And of course these women [The Fairchild women]
knew what to ask of their men. Adoration, first—
1.,

Eudora Welty, Delta Wedding, p. 61,
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but least'* Then, small sacrifice by small
sacrifice9 the little pieces of the whole
bodyI ■ Bobbie * * * could scream to see the
thousand little polite expectations in their
very smiles of welcome * "He would do anything
for me!" they would say airily and warningly?
of a brother, an uncles a cousin*
"Dabney
thinks George hung the moon," with a sof t glance
at George, and so, George, get Dabney the moon!
Then, at the head of a railroad trestle, in
high heels, fuming and wondering if she had a child
inside her, complaining to him that she worshiped
his life, she had tried and been reproved, denied
and laughed at, teased* When she jumped up for'
him to look back and heed,.not knowing how love,
anything, might have transformed her, it was in
- terror that she had held the BairchiIds 6 own mask
in front of her* She cried out for him to come
back from his danger as a favor to her* And in
his forthright risk of his life for that crazy
child, she had seen him thrust it, the working of
the Fairchild mask, from him, on his face was
an elation of throwing it back at her* He reached
out for Maureen that demanded not knowing any
better ****
.
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Only she could hold him against that grasp,
that separating thrust of Fairchild love that
would go oh and on persuading him, comparing' him,
begging him, Crowing over him, slighting him,
proving to him, sparing him, comforting him,
deceiving him, confessing and yielding to him,
tormenting him* **those smiling and not really
mysterious ways of the Fairchilds* In those ways
they eluded whatever they feared, sometimes the
very thing they really desired* *»*3Because she is an outsider Bobbie is able to discover
"ways" of the Fairchilds that the family is not cognizant
of*

But because she is outside the family she can never

understand the history of these "ways" and why they are
as natural to the Fairchilds as Beid "ways" are to her*
If the Fairchild women hold a mask to their faces the
1*

Eudora Welty, Delta Wedding, pp* 148-14-9»
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the gesture is as easy and natural to them as Robbie1s
reproof to George.

There is little, if anything, deliber

ately contrived in Fairchild "ways.”
Sometimes she [Robbiel thought when he (George]
was so out of reach, so far away in his mind, that
she could blame everything on some old story....
For he evidently felt that old stories, family
stories, Hississippi stories, were the same as very
holy or very passionate, if stories could be those
things o He looked out at the world, at her, some
times, with that essence of the remote, proud, over
innocent Fairchild look that she suspected, as if
:an old story had taken hold of him— entered his
flesh. And she did not know the story.1
George's rescue of Haureen was simply another part
of the story.

The question here is not who he loves more,

Robbie or the Fairchilds.

George acted in the only way he

knew how, as a Fairchild.

His "place” in the family as

the favorite brother, uncle, comforter and protector, has
determined his "position" in present and future actions.
Place as Time
If the pilot of a rocket ship going 186 thousand
miles per hour were able at that speed to measure the
velocity of a stream of light passing him, he would find
it consistent with the measurement of a stream of light
made by a scientist immobilized in a terrestial laboratory,
for Einstein has shown that despite the relativity of their
positions a constant emerges that exists irrespective of
the stance from which it is measured.
1.

Much ih#the same way

Eudora Welty, Delta Wedding, p. 191.
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Eu&ora Velty works with the relativity of the time perspec
tive ; for despite-their chronological particularity events'
implications of emotional energy have strikingly similar
consequences whether regarded from historical, mythical,
or actual moment»

Thus the story of Zeus approaching Danae

in a shower of gold has not only a series of mythical
implications, hut also has a series of emotional results
upon its participants®

And results count®

As one has seen

before in Eudora Welty's work, a verbal condition is
necessary to meaning®

Idly to fancy something is not

enough; it's what happens that has meaning®

But what

happens in her stories is often not easily definable, and
the result of an experience is first an emotion and then
■

'

f

'

"

■

the quintessence of sensation, a cloying hungry irksome
itch that fixes itself somewhere on the perimeter of the
mind®
. In "The Blood of the Walsungs" Thomas Mann re
engages an ancient Germanic myth as a situation upon which
to build a tale®

Eudora Welty does not do this®. Thomas

Mann investigates the psychological subtleties of the
situation®

Eudora Welty, on the other hand, gives the

reader only the merest hint of the Banae-Zeus relation
ship in the story "Shower of Gold," that hint being only
the title®

Her concern is the effect of the situation in

terms of the emotional and physical reactions resultant®
The story is told by a gossipy neighbor, Katie Eainey, and
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there is no attempt on her part to elevate the characters
to divine dimensions»

It is not their personalities that

are universal$ hut the results of their plight 3
Individuals8 then, in their emotional and physical
plights have place in time,, 'The correspondence "between
Snowdie and Danae is situation and while Danae 8s situation
has lost its time dimension by being elevated to myth,
Snowdie”s situation is timeless simply because it is a
manifest reinaetment of a universal, timeless occasion*
Mothers will weep when their sons die, but the weeping of
the mothers is not dependent upon time for it floods time*
In this ease, time and place are a tautology*
In discussing time one might say that Eudora
Welty”s fiction does not bisect time, but momentarily
parallels it*

She is in this sense a writer whose concept

of time is particularily shaped by the twentieth century*
For not only do Miss Welty's stories have a time dimension
merely in the most tangential sense of chronology, but
these stories also iterate character and emotional moment
as repetitive*

The interplay of personality and emotion

occurs alongside time but is not caught up in it*

And such

interplay, while it is not cyclically repetitive, has its ur
type fast upon the time line of human existence*
The explosion of myth, legend, and folklore that
characterizes The Bobber Bridegroom is an example in point*
Eosamund’s curiosity has gotten the better of her and so
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she washes the herry stains off her lover’s face while he
is sleeping and* much to her surprise* discovers that he
is Jamie Lockhart=

He* in turn* recognizes her as only

Clement Musgrove’s daughter «> They are thoroughly dis
enchanted with each other*

Old Clement summarizes the

predicament when he says that “all things are double* and
this should keep us from taking liberties with the outside
1
world, and acting too quickly to finish things off *11
Fantastic romp that the story may be, The Bobber
Bridegroom awakens in its characters a whole sense of
result of their improbable escapades.

After all the

mysteries have been cleared up the world revealed is the
ordinary one, and once the glamor of situation has passed
away the banal results of ordinary life intrude to calm
the passions and mystery and to present again those
problems elemental to the human condition*

The setting,

then, of The Robber Bridegroom is a fanciful world outside
of time, closely related to the legend of any society.
But the results concomitant with the interplay afecthese of
ordinary life.

It is ordinary life after all and its

simple bisection of public and private reality that each
character must face.
The short story, “A Worn Path,“ brings the reader
to one of the oldest of mythological considerations, death
1, Eudora Welty* The Bobber Bridegroom (Hew York*
1942), p, 126,
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and resurrection through its associations with the phoenixe
(The story concerns an old woman’s journey to a nearby town
to obtain medicine for her sick grandson®

On her way she

speaks to everything she encounters— the trees, fields,
rabbits, a stranger, ghosts, scarecrows®

When she finally

arrives at her destination she forgets momentarily the
purpose of her journey®

Then she remembers®

MHy little grandson, he sit up there in the
house all wrapped up, waiting by himself," Phoenix
went on® "We is the only two left in the world®
He suffer and it don't seem to put him back at all®
He going to last® He wear a little patch quilt and
peep out holding his mouth open like a little bird®
I remembers so plain now® I not going to forget him
again, no, the whole enduring time® I could tell
him from all the others in creation®
Old Phoenix, then, cannot be taken as the equivalent of the
phoenix itself, but the name phoenix pinpoints for the
reader the consideration undertaken in the short story.
The path that old.Phoenix is wearing away is more nearly to
be associated with cults having their genesis in death in
resurrection or an analogous situation.
To understand Hiss Welty's use of myth, the reader
must ask himself to learn the initial dramatic situation of
the myth involved and to consider this;-situation as one
timeless in its dimensions®

The reader must then consider

the implications of the mythical situation upon individuals
in a corresoonding situation®
—
_ 1 _
,
1®

To ask one of Eudora Welty 8s
.

Selected Stories, I, p® 288®
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stories to conform in all aspects to the original myth is
to miss the pointo

lo read "Clytie9” for instance?

expecting the short story to parallel the myth in which
Clytie appears is to expect the impossible.
The situation in the myth in which Clytie appears
is simply that Olytie loved the sun and he did not love
her.
in.

And the situation is all that Hiss Welty is interested
There is no attempt on the part of the author to

create models of Clytie and Apollo.

What Hiss Welty does

investigate in the story is simply the situation of
unfulfilled love upon its participants and she uses the
myth only to suggest the timelessness of the basic situa
tion she investigates o

CHij?$EB IV
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF EUDOPJL MELTT
Tears ago John Crowe Hansom asked what Eudora
Welty could possibly write about in the future =

Whether

or not she answered the question in doing so $ Eudora Welty
continued to investigate those basic situations and themes
which she had explored in her early publications 9 only
occasionally shifting the scenes of her stories from her
native Mississippi»

What Mr = Hansom had in mind was that

Miss Welty seemed so attached and integrated into the
peculiar mores which made up the society she wrote about
that it seemed impossible for her to gain a perspective?
both ethical and moral? by which she might exercise
judgement„

Such an assumption on the part of Mr. Hansom

bases itself.in the belief that morality is a concensus
which can be superimposed on the South and that morality
is not or cannot be the result of individual introspection.
Eudora Welty 1s themes are personal or social
isolation of the individual? and the places within which
she examines these individual problems are time? social
organization? and geography.

It has been pointed out

previously that Eudora Welty is not a regionalist in the
sense that these situations and settings are peculiar to
86
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Southern life, but she has consistently chosen a Southern
environment for the tales she tells ®

On the assumption,

then, that present Southern life is overtly immoral, has
Eudora Welty avoided the entire responsibility of moral
judgement?

There is only one answer»

No,

One may read in every newspaper published today of
those problems of contemporary Southern society.

The

present social structure of the South is one caught up in
the tangles of time, geography, and social rigidity*

The

Southern dream of an agrarian republic is one that the
passing of time ought to have done away with, for the land
is poor and a single drop system like cotton is economic
suicide in complex modern economics*

But the dream lingers

and the marginal farmer lingers with the dream, hoping
that someday the dream will come true, forgetting the boll
weevil and the lack of. productivity of the land he tills*
Southern society maintains what is perhaps the strongest
class system in the United States today; based upon family
connections, the class system rejects individual talent
and initiative in order to maintain a political and social
hierarchy which sends its ablest talents away*

All of

these problems are strikingly similar to those dimensions
of place in which Hiss Welty sets her stories*
The citizen of the contemporary South is trapped
in two basic situations*

As an individual his intelligence

must motivate him toward an understanding that he is
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trapped by the very confines of the system in which he
lives o

The intelligent Southerner is isolated in his

opinions "because he cannot speak freely of what is intelI ligently obvious in a society that rejects economic,
'

psychological, and historical reality for economic,
psychological, and historical myth.

Biological sciences

tell the Southern doctor that the Hagro is no different
from him, but the myth requires that the doctor drink from
a separate fountain from that of the Wegro,

Jurisprudence

may show the Southern politician that the Negro has a
legal right to the legal equality the Negro demands and
demonstrates for, but the myth demands that the politician
argue against civil rights,

Poverty is the same mental

condition for both the white and the Negro sharecropper,
but the white sharecropper refuses to understand that the
same fears he has bear uponhthe Negro as well*
Reality— economic, psychological, or historicalwili not change the problem confronting the South,

These

are commonly accepted perspectives for judgement that the
South has consistently ignored; and that Eudora Welty has
also ignored them is hardly a justifiable condemnation for
an author whose whole basis of understanding a problem is
inseparable from the dimensions in which the problem
\ exists.
One can condemn.Eudora Welty1s lack of extrinsic
moral judgement in her fiction, but to deny extrinsic
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judgement is not to deny judgement itself <, For Hiss Welty
has judged Southern society,•judged it intrinsically, and
judged it with greater validity than most writers have the
capacity to do«

Uowhere is this more evident than in her

1
most recent short story, "Where Is the Voice Coming From ? 11
"Where Is the Voice Coming From?" begins with the
narrator's plotting of the murder of a Hegro civil rights
leadero
I says to my wife, "You can reach and turn it
, off. You don't have to set and look at a black
nigger face no longer than you want to, or listen
to what you don’t want to hear„ I t ’s still a
free country."
I reckon that's how I give myself the idea.
I says, I could find right exactly where in
Thermopylae that nigger's living that’s asking
for equal time. And without a bit of trouble to
me (p o 24-) .
The idea in the narrator’s head is to murder the
Hegro.

The narrator drives a truck which belongs to his

brother-in-law, and he passes through the Southern town,
the type of which Eudora Welty has made so familiar to her
readers.
So you leave Four Corners and head west on
Hathan B. Forrest Road, past the Surplus & Salvage,
not much beyond the Hum Back Drive-In and Trailer
Camp, not as far as where the signs starts saying
"live Bait," "Used Farts," "Fireworks," "Peaches,"
and "Sister Peebles Reader and Adviser." Turn
befope you hit the city limits and duck.back
towards the I.C. tracks. And his street's paved
Cp « 24-) e
1. Eudora Welty, "Where Is the Voice Coming From?"
The Hew Yorker, July 6 , 1963, pp. 24-25•
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While the narrator waits for his victim near the
victim’s house, he thinks about the motivation for his act.
How, it wasn't no hargaih I'd struck.
I've heard what you've heard about Goat
Dykeman, in Mississippi, Sure, everybody knows
about Goat Sykeman, Goat he got word to the
Governor's Hansion he'd go up yonder and shoot
that nigger Heredith clean out of school, if
he's let out of the pen'-to do it. Old Boss
turned that over in his mind before saying him
nay, it stands, to reason.
I ain't no Goat Dykeman, I ain't in no pen,
and I ain't ask no Governor Barnett to give me
one thing. Unless he wants to give me a pat.on
the back for the trouble I took this morning. But
he don't have to if he don't want to. I done what
I done for my ownpure-D satisfaction (p. 24).
The narrator patiently waits, and when the Eegro
returns to his. home, the shooting is quick and efficient.
The narrator quietly watches the effect

of the fatal wound,

and when the Uegro is dead, his killer walks out from
hiding to view the body.
I stepped to the edge of his light there,
where he's laying flat. I says, "Boland? There was
one way left, for me to be ahead of you and stay
ahead of you, by Dad, and I just taken it. How I'm
alive and you ain't. We ain't never now, never going
to be equals and you know why? One of us is dead.
What about that, Boland?" I said.
"Well, you seen
t o .it, didn't you?" . . . . . . .
. . .
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It was mighty green where I skint over the yard
getting back. That nigger wife of his, she wanted
nice grass! I bet my wife would hate to p a y .her
water bill. And for burning her electricity. And
there's my brother-in-law's truck, still waiting
with the door open. "Ho Eiders"— that didn't mean
me (p. 24).
The narrator goes home and tells his wife what he
has done.

Her reaction annoys him.
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My wife says, "What? Didn't the skeeters
bite you?" She said, "Well, they been asking
that— why,somebody didn't trouble to load a
rifle and get some of these agitators out of
Thermopylae„ Didn't; the fella keep drumming it
in, what a good idea? The one that writes a
column ever' day?" ■ .
I says to my .wife, "Find some way I don't get
the c
r
e
d
i
t
.
"He says' do it for Thermopylae," she says®
"Don't you ever skim the paper?"
I says, "Thermopylae never done nothing for me®
And I don't owe nothing to Thermopylae» Didn't do
it for you. Hell, any more'n I'd do something or
other for them KennedysI I done .it for my own
pure-D satisfaction®" (pp. 24— 2$).
The wife discovers that her husband has left his
rifle at the scene of the crime.

He excuses himself by

telling her that the night was hot enough without carrying
a hot rifle®

An anti-Kennedy joke follows®

thenarrator ponders the public

The next day

reaction to the crime.

On TV and in the paper,

they don't know but half

of it.
They know who Eoland Summers was without knowing
who I am. His face was in front of the public
before I got rid of him, and after I got rid of him
there it is again— the same picture. And none of
me. I ain't ever had one made. Hot ever2 The best
that newspaper could do for me was offer a fivehundred-dollar reward for finding out who I am® For
as long as they don't know who that is, whoever shot
Eoland is worth a good deal more right now than
Eoland is.
,
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I was already tired of seeing a hundred cops
getting us white people nowheres. Back at the
beginning, I stood on the corner and I watched them
new babyface cops loading nothing but nigger children
into the paddy wagon and they come marching out of a
little parade and into the paddy wagon singing. And
they got in and sat down without providing a speck of
trouble, and their hands held little new American
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flags, and all the cops could do was knock them
flagstieks a-loose fromtheir hands, and not let
°em pick ’em up, that was all, and give ’em a free
ride* And children can just get ’em more flags=
Everybodys Itdon’t get younowhere to take
nothing from nobody unless you make sure i t ’s for
keeps, for good and all, for ever and amen,
I won’t be sorry to see them brickbats hail
down on us for a change, Pop bottles too, they
can come flying whenever they want to. Hundreds,
all to smash, like Birmingham, I ’m waiting on ’em
to bring out them Switeh-blade knives, like Harlem
and Chicagoo Watch IT long enough and you’ll see
it all to happen on Deacon Street in Thermopylae,
What’s.holding it back, that’s all?~Because it’s
in ’em,
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But I advise ’em to go careful„ A i n ’t it about
time us taxpayers starts to calling the moves?
Starts to telling the teachers and the preachers and
the judges of, our so-called courts how far they can
go?
. . .
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So I reach me down my old guitar off the nail
in the wall,
’Cause I ’ve got my guitar, what I ’ve
held ont from way back when, and I never dropped
that, never lost or forgot it, never hocked it but
to get it again, never give it away, and I set in
my chair, with nobody home but me, and I start to
play, and sing a-Down. And sisE a-down, down, down,
down. Sing a-down, down, down, down® Down® (p» 25)®
"Where Is the Voice Coming Prom?"
story

in the work of Eudora Welty because

is an important
it is character

istic of her work as a whole and because it provides a
basis for answering charges against her moral and ethical
judgemento

The characteristic theme of individual isola

tion is here exploited with rare skill.

The narrator’s

own mental processes are paralyzed within his individual
environment.

His mores and prejudices are those of the

social class to which he belongs.

Even more significant

is the fact that the narrator’s individual interior
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'

isolation binds him into the solid dreary processes of his
own.thought0

There is no comparison, no sense of social

relativity, no compassion because a monistic personal
isolation binds his mentality to the awful prejudice.

The

balanced personality who can examine dual aspects of a
problem is nowhere in evidence.

Governor Barnett, Goat

Dykeman, and the narrator seem maniacally bound to their
positions, and they intturn assume the same maniacal drive
to their opponents, Meredith, and Roland.
Perhaps the most horrifying aspect of this story is
its nearness to reality.

Miss Welty’s story appeared only

shortly after the shooting of Hedgar Evers, and the same
maniacal impulses present in "Where Is the Voice Coming
From?" have been assigned to Beckwith, the accused killer
of Evers.

One must read Miss Welty’s short story in close

conjunction to the Evers’ murder to realize the full
impact of the judgement implied.

Miss Welty does not

directly comment upon such murders as that of Evers, but
the indictment in her story is no less direct because of
that.

The ignorance,tthe brutality, the curse of the

Southern environment combine through the criminal mentality
of the murderer to produce a tale so near reality that
understanding is greater, moral rejection is more certain,
revulsion is surer.

One is sure because Hiss Welty has

not drawn her conclusions for the reader; rather, she has
forced the reader to understand for himself not only the

horror of the deed itself, hut also to view the hopeless
intellectual imprisonment of the Southern mind®
not to avoid judgement e

Shis is

Shis is to demand of the reader

his own judgement and to demand that the reader bring to
bear his own morality in an assessment of the morality of
others =

"Header and writer," writes Hiss Welty, "we wish

each other well®

Don’t we want and don’t we understand

the same thing?

A story of beauty and passion and truth

that can speak?"’*'

1® ludora Welty, "She Short Story," Shree Papers
on Fiction (Northampton, 1962), p® 46®
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